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Business
turns 50

fluctuations
in
the
rankings," said Laryn
John Carroll University was ranked the Runco, director of admisWorld Report "'"
...._.,
~.· .
fourth best regional university in the sions. "This year we were
midwest in a recent edition of the U.S. News on the good end of it and
and World Report.
I'm happy."
Overall Rating
The"America'sBestColleges"guidefrom
The 2,700-plus college
1. Va/aparaiso____________-1.00.0
September 18 ranks colleges and universi- presidents, deans and adCherie Skoczen
ties in a number of areas to aid in the college mission directors of the
2 CreightorL---·---------98.1
Assistant News Editor
3. Drake U1iversity...___________97.9
decision process. This is the seventh year schools surveyed filled out
The School of Busmess celebrated rts
Carroll has been ranked as one of the top a questionaire ranking the
50th anniversary at a black-tie affair Satur4.
Jotn
carrolllkliversity
95.4
institutions in the midwest.
schools. Those results,
day night, September 9th.
5. University of Dayton. _ _ _ _ _ 95.3
"Weare pleased that the ::ard work which combined with informaClose to 800 alum m, faculty, staff, stu6. Butler UniversitY--··------·-·---94.6
results in our overall excellence continues tion provided from the coldents and members of corporate Cleveland
to be recognized by this widely noticed sur- leges yield the results of the
7. Bradley UniversitY··-·-·-·-·-·-------93.8
were 111 attendance at what many called a
vey," said Dr. Frederick Travis, acting presi- survey.
8. Baldwin Wallace Col/ege.............._._ ..... 91.8
gala affair, held at the Stouffer Renaissance
dent.
All 1,400 schools were
9. Xavier UniversitY--..............________ 91.5
Cleveland Hotel.
Carrolldrasticallyimproved its ranking divided into categories
Frank]. Navratil, dean of the School of
10.Calvin College..................~--··-..·-·-----89.5
in a number of areas including retention based on a schema from the
Business, served as the master of ceremorate, which is the percent of freshmen who Carnegie Foundation for
nies for the evening. Following a shrimp
graduate in six years. JCU's standing in- the Advancement of Teaching. Regional sion by only three schools
and steak dinner, Navratil introduced 50 of
creased from sixth to first place.
colleges were divided into the nonh, south,
"The three schools ahead of us rea II y do the business school's finest graduates.
"A high retention rate is a strong mea- midwest, and west.
not compete with us for students," Runco Among those honored was Arthur).
sureof student satisfaction,"saidjohn Glad"In our regionJohn Carroll is well known, said. "The schools we compete with scored Noetzel, '38, who received a standing ovastone, dean of admissions and financial aid. people recognize us in the areas we draw below us."
tion for his accomplishments at JCU.
However, alumni satisfaction, faculty students from," Runco said. "In the midwest,
This national recognition is important Noetzel, professor of business admmtstraresources and academic reputation are all we are recognized as a great regional msti- to Carroll even though the ~chool draws a uon , is a reured Ac,•dcmk V1ce Presi<l 'nt
areas Carroll has decreased in rank.
tuuon."
tu n r m • 1 mt w
!or mer
n · d mcm r th 5choo\ ol
·
"We take for granted that there will be
Overall, JCU was surpassed in its divi- Runco said.
Business' origmal faculty.
"I did not expect anything likelthesrand·
ing ovation]," Noetzel sard "I am very grate
ful to the university, alumni, faculty, staff
and students for everything that has hapLynn Sabol
said Messner. "The team thought it was
During practices, the club rents boats pened to me."
Staff Reporter
appropriate to name it after him."
It was a very classy event, said Amy
from Western Reserve Rowing Association.
ThejCU rowing team christened its first
Three years ago, the team was organized
"We pay semester dues of $70 to cover Martin, vice president of the marketing asboat and named it in honor of the late uni- by students and has since grown to 60 row- the cost of the boats we use," Meehan said.
sociation. Martin said she enjoyed talking
versity president, Fr. Michael J. Lavelle, Sj., ers. This season, there are 32 returning stuMessner said the team has been strug- with the alumni at the reception preceding
during a dedication mass and ceremony dents and 28 novice rowers.
gling to receive recognition and support diimer. Many alumni stressed the imporlast Saturday.
tance of having experience, having confiVirant said the purchase of the boat is a from the university and community.
The mass was celebrated by Fr. Richard major accomplishment for such a young
"Thisisdefinitelythe beginningof some- dence, and being aggressive in the
P. Salmi, Sj., in St. Francis Chapel and fol- team.
thing big," Messner said. "We don't receive workforce.
lowed by a dedication ceremony on the
"It was neat being surrounded by so
"It is great that a team could purchase a a lot of support from the school adminisquad. Members of the team, parents, stu- shell after only three years," Virant said. tration and students. We hope this grabs many establis.hed people from the John
dents and administration were invited to "We want to emphasize to the university the attention of everyone."
Carroll community." Martin said. "It gave
the celebration and unveiling of the new how hard we worked to finally have our
Michael Antonishak, women's team me so much inspiration to go out and do
addition to the team.
own boat."
coach, isn't surprised at the accomplish- what they did, seeing that they came from
The purchase of the boat was a result of
Sophomore rower Molly Meehan said ment of buying a boat. He said the disci- where we are now."
numerous fundraisingevents held through- that buying the boatshowshowthe team is pline and determination of the team will
Officersandothermembersof each busiout the year, said Dan Rich, club vice presi- growing and how successful its efforts have lead them to success both in the water and nessorganizationatjCLJ wereinvtted to the
dent.
celebration.
been.
in anything else they attempt to do.
Marty Butler, chair of the Students of
"Our number one money-raising activ"This is the most important thing that
"I am extremely impressed with the
ity is vending at Cleveland Browns football can happen to a new team," Meehan said.
young ladies' attitudes," Antonishak said. Business Advisory Council (SBAC),said the
games," said Rich. "We
"They are hard-work- evening was such a formal event, tuxedos
also sell T-shirtsand hold
ing and determmed to and evening gowns were the general attire.
a Valentine's Day raffle
get better. It's a plea- He added that it was an honor for the stuto raise money."
sure to see the girls so dents to be in attendance.
"It was wonderful to see the 50 people
During the 94-95
dedicated."
school year, the club
Buyingtheboatwas being honored," Butler said. "I am sure they
made a total of $6,000
the team's first major could have honored 200 or more."
In recognizing what the alumnt have
that went toward the
accomplishment, said
purchase of the eightsophomore rower Mar- done in the past, Butler said that upon
graduation, the opportunities available to
man boat and 10 new
garet Butterfield.
oars, said Jackie Virant,
"Using our own him in the business world seem to be limitteam captain.
equipment with our less.
The purchase of the
"John Carroll has to be the premier source
colors and name on it
boat was made last semakes us proud to rep- of graduates in Cleveland and even in the
mester around the time
resent the team and state of Ohio," Butler said.
of Lavelle's death, said
George B. Sweeney, '55, one of Saturday
school." she said.
Neil Messner, coach of
Messner said pride night's honorees, said the celebration covered a lot of John Carroll history. There
the novice and men's
IS what the team is
team.
were retired professors and currem studentS
made of..
"Unfortunately, not in attendance.
"I am told that
[Lavelle] was really in"It was nice to see awards that went to
many administrators
volved with the students
showed up for the cer- old and young alumni alike," Sweeney said.
emony." Messner said. He added that the event wasn't just a busiand we thought that he
"Hopefully. they will ness celebration; it was a university celwould appreciate all of
start paymg more at- ebration.
thefundraisingwedid in Aroy Fedoriw paints the crew team's new boat the Michael J. Lavelle, SJ,
tention now."
see BUSINESS, page 3
order to buy the shell; honoring .JCU's 21st president
News Editor
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Mellen chair secured with $1 million grant
Amy Kemer
Staff Writer

TheSchoolofBusinessrecently
received the final $1 million installment of a $2.1 m1llion grant
from the Mellen Foundation of
Cleveland.
This grant, the largest single
donation received by john
Carroll's School of Bus mess, supports the University's Edward j
and Louise E. Mellen Cha1r in Finance. Th1s permanent position,
established in the fall of 1985, is
reviewed every five years. Raj
Aggarwal professor of Ftnance,
has held the position for the past
eight years.
"My job is divided into three
parts: teaching, writing and research,and working with the busi ness community," said AggarwaL
"Having the Mellen Chair allows
me to teach less and spend more
time on my research , wntmg,and
producing the Mellen Series."
The Mellen foundation of
Cleveland was founded by Edward
Mellen, a Cleveland industrialist
and investment banker. The
Mellens, having no children,

wanted their inhentance to ben efit business education in the
Cleveland area after thetr death.
Theyalsodonated to local mstitutions for research and treatment
of multiple sclerosis since Louise
Mellen was dJagnosed wah th1s
disease.
In 1984, the trustees of the
foundation announced the $2.1
million gift to be paid to Carroll in
the following 10 years. Since then,
John Carroll has received a donation every year from the Foundation. The final payment has been
fulfilled this year since the School
of Business has completed therequirements set up by the founda tion. These conditions required
the School of Business to receive
accreditation from the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) and to raise a
minimum of $2 million in support of other business endowments. Otherconditionsincluded
having a certain number of qualified professors, providing sufficient library resources and having courses meet AASCB standards in order for the School of

Business to receive accreditation
in 1988.
"Lessthan250businessschools
across the US are accredited with
the AASCB," said Aggarwal.
The School of BusinesssuccessfullyraJsed the$2 mtlhon through
friends, partners and alumni such
as KPMG, Peat Mar wick, Ernst &
Young, Standard Products, the
Wasmer family and the Robert
M. Ginn Institute for Corporate
Social Responsibility.
"Not only did we satisfy the
conditions, but people must think
what we're doing is good," said
Aggarwal. "People have confidence in john Carroll's future."
The income from the Mellen
foundation Gift supports the sa 1aryof the Mellen Chair in Finance,
Aggarwal, as well as his costs of
research and writing. Aggarwal
has edited and published many
books and journals including Global Portfolio Diversification and
another recent publication on
capital budgeting. He is also the
editor of a majorfinancialjournal,
a job which brings national attention to john Carroll.

"The money provides the
Mellen Chair with money to do
great things fort he university and
get exposure In the busmess
world," said Scott Moore, professor
of economics and finance.
Some of the grant money is also
used tof und a newsletter produced
by the department and to fund
programs like the Mellen Series
put on by the Department of Economics and finance.
"Every year we have at least two
speakers, generally CEO's of Ohio
based companies," said frank
Navratil, dean of the School of
Business.
The speakers give a presenta·
tion to students concerning their
jobs and companies.
"Not only do students get the
opportunity to hear them talk, but
they also can meet with the speakers after the presentation,"
Aggarwal added.
Michelle Suhne, finance major,
said that the Mellen Series is beneficial to her studies.
"The Mellen Series enables us
to learn what the real world is like,"
said Suhrie . "Listen ing to the

speakers' points of view allows us
to form our own point of view on
issues"
Although most students find
the presentations beneficial, Brian
Comer, finance major, said the
scheduled speakers could be improved.
"I think they should pull speakers from a widerareaandgetmore
interesting companies," said
Comer. "The presentations should
be structured more towards the
students and whattheyarestudying in class."
Comerdoesagree,however,that
the Mellen foundation is extraordinary.
"F inance often gets overshadowed by the accounting department," Comer admitted. "This is
onewayweshowweexistoncampus."
The next Mellen Series lecture
will be held on Thursday. September 28 at 5 p.m. in the Conference Room of the Lombardo Student Center.
Lester Coleman, CEO of
tubrizol, will be speaking and all
are welcome to attend.

Big Bro/Sis Weekend Aggarwal awarded faculty honor
gets mixed reviews
Shannon Sullivan

Staff Reporter

Joe Wholle
Staff Reporter

For the past se vera I years, the
Student Un ion has been sponsoring a Big Brother /Big Sister program that pairs upperclassmen
with freshmen {or the length of
th e sc hool year.
"The goal of 1he program IS to
assign underclassmen a mentor
who will be ava1lable to answer
que tionsorprovideadvicesought
by the new students," said Monroe
France, junior class president.
This year's Big Brother / BigS1s·
ter Weekend began onSept.8with
the program's annual picnic on
Keller Commons. The Student
Union was not able to assign all
freshmen a big brother or isrer
due to the large amount of underclassmen enrolled in the program
and the lack of upperclassmen
support.
"My schedule is just too busy
for the program," said one senior.
"I just don't thmk 1 have enough
time."
The picmc was followed by a
trip to the Wh1skey, a dance club
m the Flats. A number of John
Carroll students were not allowed
in the club because of the tack of

two forms of identificat ion
"I had to go back tom y dorm to
get another lD and then get a ride
back to the Whiskey." said
Michelle Bjel.
France, co-direcror of the Big
'Brother 61gSistertriptothe Whiskey,said rhat he wasdisappoinred
that the Whi skey d1d not allow all
Carroll students to enter.
"The people from the Whiskey
didn't tell us th at students would
need two IDs," said France.
Although the tripro the Whiskey was a big brat her /big sister
event, few siblings attended the
club together. Thegroupconsisted
mainly of underclassmen.
The final event of the Big
Brother /Big Sister Weekend was a
trip to Cedar Point amusement
park. Sixty students who paid for
tickets did not attend and only
two of the three busses werefilled.
Most b1g brothers and sisters did
nor attend.
"1wasn'tassigned a big brother
or sister," sa id Christine Weimer,
' but l had fun and got to bond with
my friends."
The Student Union hopes tO
haveanotheractivityaround midyear.

Marriott Catering Service

Now Miring Student Servers
Part-time employment on campus

Flexible Hours
Competitive wages
Uniform provided
callAnnetteorGinnyat397-4798
or stop in Catering Office at the top
of the ramp in fuhemia Manor

After teaching Economics and
finance for nine years. Raj
Aggarwal received the Distinguished faculty Award at grad uation ce remonies last May.
Aggarwal was the featured
speaker for the summer commencement on Sept. 2.
"This prestigious award is given
our each year to a faculty member
who exemplifies quality classroom performance and a balanced
contribution to scholarship, community service, and the spirit of
the jesuit education," said Acting
President frederick F Travis.
At the beginning of each year,
the faculty nominates several eligible members.
Aggarwalsaid hewasqUltesurprised to be nominated for such
an honor, let alone receive it.
"This award recognizes the
great teachers of john Carroll," he
said. "What makes it so special is
the fact that you are nominated by
your peers.·
Aggarwal was raised in India
and majored in mechanical engineering at the Indian Institute of
Technology in India and continued his education at Kent State.
He said that when he came to this
country, he did not realize what
the future held.
In 1972, he earned his Ph.D. in
finance from Kent State University and began his career in education. Aggarwal was named the
Mellen Chair of Finance in 1987,
the same year he came tojohnCarroll. The responsibilities of the
Mellen Chair include inviting one
speaker each semester to come to
john Carroll. These speakers include CEO'sf rom large prestigious
companies based in Ohio.
Aggarwal the highest paid professor atjCU, is also a professor of
a course in japanese finance .

HEVVOU

young lives of my students," he
said. "Some of my ex-students
haveachievedoutstandingaccomplishments."
He added that the jesuits really
care about the students as people,
not as social security num hers like
at larger schools.
At the May 1995 Commencement, Aggarwal received a plaque
and a $2,000 award, and his name
was engraved on a permanent
plaque in the Administration
building. Aggarwal said that receiving the award is not going to
change his teaching philosophy.
"1really love what 1do," he said.
"Sometimes I pursue something
becauseljustwanttoknow.ldon't
care if it is worthwhile or not."

Quit making a career out of
watching Days of our Lives
(Billie's leaving anyway)

Write for the Carroll News, it's all the excitement without the
commercials.
call Christina in the CN office at 4398
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Earn up to six hours internship credit while establishing career contacts
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor

Students in all majors now have
an internship option to work in
Washington, D.C. at well-known
companies.
The program, called the Wash ington Center for Internships, allows students to earn a semester
of credits while living in the
nation's capital.
"The internship possibilities
are endless," said James Reed , di. rector of academic advising and
study abroad .
A student can earn up to six
hours of internship and cooperative education credit while working for 12-15 weeks in places such
as the White House, CBS News,
the Environmental Protection
Agency or the U.S. Attorney's Office, said Reed. Course and research components are also available, enabling the participant to
earn additional credits by taking

academic courses one day per courage some students.
week.
"We'll look over the students'
"Since a full semester of credit applications to help them focus
can be earned, a student will not and be more concise," Reed said.
be hindered from graduating on
The Washington Center for Intime," Reed said.
ternships has
Furthermore, s inee the u ni ver- existed for 20
sity is able to offer credits through years, but it is
the program, a student can apply relatively new
his financial aid and scholarships at
Carroll
to the cost of the program, resultsince the uniing in a cost equivalent to a versity
resemester's tuition.
cently made a
"It's a wonderful opportunity, formal affiliaand students don't have to pay tion with the
more," said Martha Mackie, assis- program, said
tant dean of the college of arts and Reed. A few
sciences. "It's also relevant to al- students have
most any major, and it would give participated in
a whole new experience to a the past, but
student's college career."
Mackie and
''
The program is geared toward Reed said now
juniors, and all applicants must they hope to work with lQ-15 inhave a 3.0 grade point average. terns each semester:
There is a rigorous application
"The kids who have done this
process, which Reed said may dis- are amazed at the responsibility

given them ," sa1d Reed. "They are
sent around the Washington, D.C
area , and they often rub elbows
with famous people. It is very exciting."
Students interested in the
Washington
Center for Internships program
should attend a
kick-off program
on Sept. 18 in
room 226 of the
Administration
buildingat4 p.m
further in quiries may be
made in the Academic Advising
James Reed Center:
"Today you
have to look different if you want to get a job,"
Reed said. "One way to do this is
through such an internship."

"They are sent

around the
Washington, D.C.
area, and they

often Nb elbows
with famous

peo'P'e."

Res. Life sponsors freshmen survival program
Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter

Residence Life has instituted a
series of programsaimedatfreshmen survival.
The program, "First Year 101,"
informs students how to make
better choices academically and
social! y, and how to enjoy college
instead of worrying, said Donna
Byrnes, director of Resident Life.
"We have talked for a long time
about designing a program which
would ease freshmen adjustment
and teach freshmen that it is normal to feel our of place, homesick
or overwhelmed," said Byrnes.
Topics of the programs deal
w ith roommates, family, school
and lifestyles.
Each program was placed in an
order which applied to the entire
freshman experience, said I ucker.
"We were very purposeful
about what to include and where
to include it in the timeline," said
Tucker.

continued from page 1

Studying the economic systems of
other countries comes easily to
Aggarwal who has lived in
Singapore, japan, India and the
United States.
Aggarwal'searlyeducationwas
in jesuit schools, so the curriculum behind the education at john
Carroll is familiar to him, he said.
"The best part about being here
at john Carroll is the atmosphere,"
Aggarwal said. "It is a very personable place."
Aggarwal had been in Ohio for
20 years before he joined the john
Carroll faculty. When he began,
he did not realize the school's potentia I, he said.
"Being at a smaller school,! feel
I have a greater influence on the
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D.C. center offers opportunity to JCU students

BUSINESS

Raj Aggarwal
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"It was a wonderful celebration
of the accomplishments of some
of John Carroll's most noteworthy graduates," said Thomas].
Zlatoper, professor of economics
and finance. "There was a very
impressive turnout of individualswhocametocelebrate.ltdemonstrated to me the strong presence of John Carroll in the community."
The Department of Business
Administration was created in
1934, but the School of Business,
Economics, and Government was
not established untill945. "School
of Business" became the official
title in 1957.
The "Pink Barn," which once
stood where St. francis Chapel is
currently located became the official, centralized home of the
school in the late 'SO's. The "Pink
Barn" was a former gymnasium
painted pink to match the -surrounding brick buildings of the
university.
ln 1967, the School of Business·
was relocated to the chemistry
wing of theAdministrationBuilding, and in 1989 a $1-million contributionfromthejoseph and Eva
Bruening Foundation led to the
renovation of the wing and the
addition of Bruening Hall.

Time management is one of the
first topics in the program. The
last program. "Home for the Holidays,"will explain how to fit back
into your fami lyaf ter having been
away as school.
"We will discuss parent expectations and how you communicate with your parents," said
Tucker. "We are trying to fill in
gaps where students need information and are willing to learn."
A!though the speakers for each
of the programs have not been
chosen, Byrnes and Tucker said
they are trying to utilize Carroll
faculty and administrators.
"Using faculty and adm inistrators gives freshmen a chance to
recognize peopleoncampus,"said
Tucker. "It lets them know that
there are people on campus who
can help them."
Although only 21 students attended the debut program, students really seemed to like it, said
Byrnes.

Freshman Colleen McCarthy,
who attended the first program
said she enjoyed the atmosphere.
"The presentation was really
good ,"said McCarthy. "It made me
feel at ease without being lectured
to, and it made me want to go
back."
"It was apparent in the first
session's evaluations that the goal
was achieved," said Byrnes.
Byrnes and Tucker are looking
for don ations from loca l businesses at eac h program for a n in
centiv oo atten
nated pizza at the first program
meeting.
"It was best because the students did not eat and leave," said
Tucker. "They hung around and
talked afterwards."
The program is a wayforfreshmen to meet each other in a context that they usually wouldn't,
said Tucker.
"I think people who came to
the first program will come back

again," she said . "And, if we can
help one person , it is worth our
while."
freshman joe Nowak sai d he
plans to attend a couple sessions.
"Overall, I think the whole program will be beneficial to newstudents, including myself, in our
adjustment to college life,"hesaid.
The dorm which has the most
attendants for the duration of the
series wins a holiday party. At
press time, Bernet Hall was in the
lead .
h pr r m m th 11-week
series ranges from 45 minutes to
one hour long. The series began
on September Sand will continue
to run every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Conclusion of the series will be
the Tuesday before T hanksgiving
Break.
"This is my first year organizing a program like 'first Year 10l,m
concluded Tucker. "I hope it takes
off and becomes a traditionatjCU
for freshmen."

Navratil said the School of Business has seen many accomplishments in its first 50 years. However, the underlying philosophy
of the education of the students is
one of its greatest, he said.
"Students who graduate from
the School of Business should be
technically competent and personally and socially responsible,"
Navratil said. "Our program is rigorous. It requires a lot of work."
The placement rates for last
year's graduates were comparable
to the placement rates of some impressive institutions, Navratil said.
The school's business program
is accredited by the American As-

sembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB).
"This is a distinction that is held
byonlyaselect number of schools
of business in the United States,"
Zlatoper said. "This speaks to the
quality of programs we have at
jCU in the business area."
Since its opening 50 years ago,
the School of Business has gradu-

a ted more than 6,900 students.
"We know when our students
and graduates go out to compete
(in the work force) , they can hold
their own very well," Navratil said.

lcAU

We offer some of the best
benefits in the indtlStry.
Apply in person anytime at

2101 Richmond Rd
464-6333

AIDS Walk Cleveland '95
is a 6.2 mile pledge walk
which will take place at
Edgewater Park on Sept. 24.
Transportation from campus
and the Sheraton City Center
Hotel will be provided to the
walk. Pizza parties will be
rewarded to the dormitory
floor and the organiza t1on
which raises the most money
in pledges for the walk. The
mdividual who raises the
most money in pledges will
win a $40 gilt certificate to
Beachwood Mall. furtherinformation can be obtained
from Lisa Heckman in the
Office of Student Activities.

-rhc: Catholk Churcll in
Eastern Europe· From Suppression to Challenges of Renewal," a panel di cus i n,
w 1\\ b c tomght ,,t 7 p .m .ln t h e

Jardin
oom. The r 1 t
late Rev. Michael). l.awJle,SJ.
played in linking Czech
Catholic leaders with the
West is one of the topics that
will be explored. It is open to
the public and free of charge.
Tomorrow, Carl Rosen,
campus entertainer of the
year, will be performing on
the steps of the atrium from
5-7 p.m.

News Briefs were compiled
byChristinaHynt:s,NewsEditor; and Cherie Slwczen, Assistant News Editor.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

lAJ<EWOOD

22&-5998

BIRTHRIGHl

CLEVELAND

486-2BOO

I

Corner Of Cedar & Taylor
Cleveland Heights
24hr Info l2H072

PARMA

.llflllt""

661~

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

foomerl~

Peabody's Cafe'

THURSDAY-·

Full/part-time
opportunities.
Flexible
schedule.

More than 500 students
signed a Student Union petition ex pressing their outrage
over the price increases in the
Inn Between. A bill creating
an ad-hoc com mittee to address these price increases
was passed at the Student
Union Meeting Tuesday. The
committee will compare Inn
Between prices to outside
prices at local distributors
and restaurants. They will
then propose a sol uti on fort he
Inn Between price increases.

Over 44 years at Cedar Cente!
'""""'-a.-.~.-.....,.,,

~·1-h..nan~

tkf> lo4f>Wf>/t lo4;tt>/POt to
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Your College I. D. could win 11ou T·Shlrts. co·s ami morel!'
Dance all nlte "lth Dl ilrlan Spence
18 & OV£R

_.. aQ.--9/1-

~

99¢ Happy +lour 4:00 Till 9:00PH

SATURDAY ·- MOONLIGHT DRIVE
The Ultimate DOORS Tribute 18 £r OV€R

MONDAY-- MONDAY HIGHT FOOTBALL
Qal on NTH- You call the ploys. Free Hot DOgs

TUESDAY··POOLTOUR~AHENT
$100 Cosh Prize. Ho entry tee. $1.00 9lg Mouths
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Mellen chair secured with $1 million grant
Amy Kerner
Stalf Writer

The School of Businessrecemly
received the final $1 million in·
stallment of a $2.1 mtllion grant
from the Mellen Foundation of
Cleveland
This grant, the largest single
donation received by john
Carroll's School of Business, supports the University's Edward].
and Louise E. Mellen Chair in Fi nance. This permanent position,
established in the fall of 1985, is
reviewed every five years. Raj
Aggarwal, professor of Finance,
has held the position for the past
eight years.
"My job is divided intO three
parts: teaching, writmg and re·
search,and working with the busi·
ness comrn unity," said Aggarwal.
"Having the Mellen Chair allows
me to teach less and spend more
time on my research, writing, and
producing the Mellen Series."
The Mellen Foundation of
Cleve! and was founded by Edward
Mellen, a Cleveland industnalist
and investment banker. Th e
Mellens, having no children,

wanted thetr mhentance to ben·
efit busmess education in the
Cleveland area after their death .
Theyalsodonated to local institu·
uons for research and treatment
of multiple sclerosis smce Louise
Mellen was diagnosed with this
disease.
In 1984, the trustees of the
Foundation announced the $2.1
million gift to be paid to Carroll in
the following 10 years. Since then,
john Carroll has received a donation every year from the Foundation. The final payment has been
fulfilled this year si nee the School
of Business has completed there·
quirementsset up by the Foundation. These conditions required
the School of Business to receive
accreditation from the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) and to raise a
minimum of $2 million in supporr of other business endow·
ments. Otherconditionsincluded
having a certain n urn her of qualified professors, providing suffi cient library resources and having courses meet AASCB standards in order for the School of

Business to receive accredttation
in 1988.
"Less than 250 business schools
across the US are accredited with
the AASCB," said Aggarwal.
TheSchoolofBusinesssuccessfullyraised the$2 million through
friends, partners and alumni such
as KPMG, Peat Mar wick, Ernst&:
Young, Standard Products, the
Wasmer Family and the Robert
M. Ginn Institute for Corporate
Social Responsibility.
"Not on! y did we satisfy the
conditions, but people must think
what we're doing is good," said
Aggarwal. "People have confidence in john Carroll's future."
The income from the Mellen
Foundation Gift supports the salary of the Me lien Chair in Fi na nee,
Aggarwal, as well as his costs of
research and writing. Aggarwal
has edited and published many
books and journals including Global Po rtfolio Diversification and
another recent publication on
capital budgeting. He is also the
editor of a major financial journal,
a job which brings national attention to John Carroll.

"The money provides the
Mellen Chair with money to do
great things fort he university and
get exposure in the bus1ness
world ," said Scott Moore, professor
of economics and finance.
Some of the grant money is also
used to[und a newsletter produced
by the department and ro fund
programs like the Mellen Series
put on by the Department of Economics and Finance.
"Every year we have at least two
speakers, generally CEO's of Ohio
based companies," said Frank
Navratil, dean of the School of
Business.
The speakers give a presentation to students concerning their
jobs and companies.
"Not only do students get the
opportunity to hear them talk, but
theyalsocanmeetwith the speakers after the presentation,"
Aggarwal added.
MichelleSuhrie, fi nance major,
said that the Mellen Series is beneficial to her st udies.
"The Mellen Series enables us
to learn whatthereal world is like,"
said Suhrie . "Listening to the

speakers' points of v1ew allows us
to form our own point of view on
issues."
Although most students find
the presentations beneficial, Brian
Comer, finance major, said the
scheduled speakers could be im·
proved.
"It h ink they should pull speakersfrom a widerareaandgetmore
interesting companies," said
Comer. "Thepresentationsshould
be structured more towards the
students and what they are studying in class."
Comerdoesagree, however,that
the Mellen Foundation is extraordinary.
"Finance often gets overshadowed by the accounting departmen t," Comer admitted. "T his is
onewayweshowweexistoncampus."
The next Mellen Series lecture
will be held on Thursday, September 28 at 5 p.m. in the Conference Room of the Lorn bardo Student Center.
Leste r Coleman, CEO of
tubrizol, will be speaking and all
are welcome to attend.

Big Bro/Sis Weekend Aggarwal awarded faculty honor
gets mixed reviews
Shannon Sullivan

Stalf Reporter

Joe Wholley
Staff Reporter
For the past several years, t he
Student Union has been sponsor·
ing a Big Brother/Big Sister program that pairs upperclassmen
with (resbmen (or the length o£
the sc hool year.
"The goa l of 1he program is to
assign underclassmen a mentor
who will be available to answer
questionsorprovidc ad vice sought
by the newstuden ts,"said Monroe
France, junior class president.
This year's B1g Brother / Big Sis·
terWeekend beganonSept.8 with
the program's annual picnic on
Keller Commons The Student
Union was not able to assign all
freshmen a big brother or sister
due to the large amount of under·
class men enrolled in the program
and the lack of upperclassmen
support
"My schedule 1s JUSt too busy
lor the program ," said one senior.
"I just don't thmk I have enough
time."
The picnic was followed by a
trip to the Whiskey. a dance club
in the Flats. A number of john
Carroll students were not allowed
in the club because of the lack of

two forms of identification.
"I had togo back tomydorm to
get another ID and then get a ride
back to the Whiskey." sa id
Michelle Bjel.
France, co-director of the Big
Brother R~SSistertriptothe 'Whiskey. said that he wa disappointed
1hat the Whiskey d1d not allow all
Carroll students to enter.
"The people from the Whiskey
d1dn't tell us that s tudents would
need two IDs," sa id France.
Although the trip to the Whiskey was a big brother / big sister
event, few siblings attended the
club together. The group consisted
mainly of underclassmen.
The fmal event of the Big
Brother/BigSister Weekend was a
trip w Cedar Point amusement
park. Sixty students who paid for
nckets did not attend and only
two of the three busses were filled.
Most big brothers and sisters did
not attend.
"l wasn'tassigned a big brother
or sister," said Christine Weimer,
'but l had fun and got to bond with
my friends."
The Student Union hopes to
have another act ivityaround midyear.

Marriott Catering Service

Now Hiring Student Servers
Part-time employment on campus

Flexible Hours
Competitive wages
Uniform provided
callAnnetteorGinnyat397-4798
or stop in Catering Office at the top
of the ramp in Bohemia Manor

After teaching Economics and
Finance for nine years, Raj
Aggarwal received the Distingu ished Faculty Award at graduation ceremon ies las t May.
Aggarwal was the featured
speaker for the summer commencement on Sept. 2.
"This prestigious award is given
out each yearroa faculty member
who exemplifies quality classroom performance and a balanced
contribution to scholarship, com·
munity serv1ce, and the spirit of
the j esuit education," said Acting
President Frederick F Trav is.
At the beginning of each year,
the faculty nominates several eligible members.
Aggarwa l sa id hewasquitesurprised to be nominated for such
an honor, let alone receive it.
"This awa rd recog nizes the
great teachers of john Carroll," he
said. "What makes it so special is
thefactthat you are nominated by
your peers."
Aggarwa l was raised in India
and majored in mechanical engineering at the Indian Institute of
Technology in India and continued his education at Kent State.
He said that when he came to this
country, he d id not realize what
the future held.
In 1972, he earned his Ph.D. in
finance from Kent State University and began his career in ·education. Aggarwal was named the
Mellen Chair of Finance in 1987,
the same year he came to john CarrolL The responsib1hties of the
Mellen Chair include inviting one
speaker each semester to come to
john Carroll. These speakers include CEO's from large prestigious
companies based in Ohio.
Aggarwa~ the highest paid professor atjCU, is also a professor of
a course in japanese Finance.

HEY YOU

young lives of my st udents," he
said. "Some of my ex-students
have achieved outstanding accomplishments_"
He added that th ejesuits really
care ahout the students as people,
notassocialsecurity num bers like
at larger schools.
At the May 1995 Commence·
ment,Aggarwal received a plaque
and a $2,000 award, and his name
was engraved on a permanent
plaque in the Administration
building. Aggarwal said that receiving the award is not going to
change his teaching philosophy.
"I really love what Ido," he said.
"Sometimes 1 pursue something
because ljustwanttoknow: !don't
care if it is worthwhile or not."

Quit making a career out of
watching Days of our Lives
(Billie's leaving anyway)

Write forth~ Carroll News, it's all the excitement without the
commercials.
call Christina in the CN office at 4398

NEWS
BRIEFS

Earn up to six hours internship credit while establishing career contacts
Cherie Skoezen
Assistant News Editor

Students in all rnajors now have
an internship option to work in
Washington, D.C. at well-known
companies.
The program, called the Washington Center for Internships, allows students to earn a semester
of credits while liv ing in the
nation's capital.
"The internship possibilities
are endless," said James Reed , d i. rector of academic advising and
study abroad.
A student can earn up to six
hours of internship and cooperative education credit while working for 12-15 weeks in places such
as the White House, CBS News,
the Enviro nmental Protection
Agency or the U.S. Attorney's Office, said Reed . Course and research components are also avail·
able, enabling the participant to
earn additional credits by taking

academic courses one day per courage some students.
given them," said Reed . "They are
week
"We'll look over the students' sem around the Washington, D.C.
"S ince a full semester of credit applications to help them focus area, and they often rub elbows
can be earned, a student will not and be more concise," Reed said.
with famous people. It is very ex·
be hindered from grad uating on
The Washington Centerfor In- citing."
time," Reed said.
ternships has
Students inFurthermore, since the univer· existed for 20
terested in the
si ty is able to offer credits through years, but it is
Washington
"They are sent
the program, a student can apply relatively new
Center for Intern·
his financial aid and scholarships at
Carroll
ships program
to the cost of the program, result- since the uni- around the
shou ld attend a
ing in a cost equivalent to a versi ty
re kick-off program
Washington, D.C.
semester's tuition.
cently made a
on Sept. 18 in
"It's a wonderful opportunity, formal affiliaroom 226 of the
and students don't have to pay tion with the area, and they
Administratio n
more," said Martha Mackie, assis- program, said
building at 4 p.m.
tant dean of the college of arts a nd Reed. A few often rub elbows
Further insciences. "It's also relevant to al- students have
quiries may be
most any major, a nd it would give participated in with famous
made in the Acaa whole new experience to a the past, but
demic Advising
james Reed Center.
student's college career."
Mackie and
The program is geared toward Reed said now
"Today you
juniors, and all applicants must they hope to work with lQ-15 in·
have to look difhave a 3.0 grade point average. terns each semester.
ferent if you want to get a job,"
There is a rigorous application
"The kids who have done this Reed said. "One way to do this is
process, which Reed said may dis- are amazed at the responsibility through such an internship."

,nAI'tn'e."
__,,1

Res. Life sponsors freshmen survival program
Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter

Residence Life has instituted a
series of programsaimedatfreshmen survival.
The program, "First Year 101,"
informs students how to make
better choices academically and
socially, and how to enjoy college
instead of worrying, said Donna
Byrnes, director of Resident Life.
"We have talked for a long time
about designing a program which
would ease freshmen adjustment
and teach freshmen that it is nor·
mal to feel out of place. homesick
or overwhelmed," said Byrnes.
Topics of the programs deal
with roommates, family, school
and lifestyles.
Each program was placed in an
order which applied to the entire
freshman experience, said Tucker.
"We were very purposeful
about what to include and where
to include it in the timeline," said
Tucker.

continued from page 1

Studying the economic systems of
other countries comes easily to
Aggarwal who has lived in
Singapore, japan, India and the
United States.
Aggarwal'searlyeducat ion was
in j esuit schools, so the curriculum behind the education at john
Carroll is familiar to him, he said.
"The best part about being here
atjohn Ca rroll is the atmosphere,"
Aggarwal said. "ltisaveryperson·
able place."
Aggarwal had been in Ohio for
20 years before he joined thejohn
Carroll faculty. When he began,
he did not realize the school's potential, he said.
"Being at a smaller school, 1feel
I have a greater influence on the
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D.C. center offers opportunity to JCU students

BUSINESS

Raj Aggarwal
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"It was a wonderful celebration
of the accomplishments of some
of John Carroll's most noteworthy graduates," said Thomas j.
Zlatope.r, professor of economics
and finance. "There was a very
impressive turnout of individualswhocametocelebrate. ltdem·
onstrated to me the strong presence of john Carroll in the com·
munity."
The Department of Business
Administration was created in
1934, but the School of Business,
Economics, and Govern menr was
not established untill945. "School
of Business" became the official
title in 1957.
The "Pink Barn," which once
stood where St. Francis Chapel is
currently located became the official, centralized home of the
school in the late '50's. The "Pink
Barn" was a former gymnasium
painted pink to match the surrounding brick buildings of the
university.
In 1967, the School of Business·
was relocated to the chemistry
wingoftheAdministtationBuilding,and in l989a $1-million contribution from thejoseph and Eva
Bruening Foundation led to the
renovation of the wing and the
addition of Bruening Hall.

Timemanagementisoneofthe
first topics in the program. The
last program, "Home for the Holidays," will explain how to fit back
intoyourfamilyafter having been
away as school.
"We will discuss parent expectations and how you communicate with your parents," said
Tucker. "We are trying to fill in
gaps where students need in formation and are willing to learn."
A!though the speakers for each
of the programs have not been
chosen, Byrnes and Tucker said
they are trying to utilize Carroll
faculty and administrators.
"Using faculty and administrators gives freshmen a chance to
recognize people on cam pus," said
Tucker. "It lets them know that
there are people on campus who
can help them."
Although only 21 students at·
tended the debut program, students really seemed ro like it, said
Byrnes.

Freshman Colleen McCarthy,
who attended the first program
said she enjoyed the atmosphere.
"The presentation was really
good," said McCarthy. "It made me
feel a tease without being lectured
to, and it made me want to go
back."
"It was apparent in the first
session's evaluations that the goal
was achieved," said Byrnes.
Byrnes and Tucker are looking
for donations from loca l busi nesses at each progra m for an ince ti ve to att nd.
nated pizza at the first program
meeting.
"It was best because the students did not eat and leave," said
Tucker. "They hung around and
talked afterwards."
The program is a way for fresh·
men to meet each other in a context that they usually wouldn't,
said Tucker.
"I think people who came to
the first program will come back

again," she sa id . "And, if we can
help one person , it is worth our
while."
Freshman joe Nowak sai d he
plans to attend a couple sessions.
"Overall, I think the whole program will be beneficialtonewstudents, including myself, in our
adjustment to college life," he said.
The dorm which has the most
atcendants for the duration of the
series wins a holiday party. At
press time, Bernet Hall was in the
lead
h pro r m in the 11-week
series ranges from 45 minutes to
one hour long. The series began
on September 5and will continue
to run every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Conclusion of the series will be
the Tuesday before Thanksgiving
Break.
"This is my first year organizing a program like 'First Year l01,m
concluded Tucker. "I hope it takes
off and becomes a traditionatjCU
for freshmen."

Navratil said theSchoolof Business has seen many accomplishments in its first 50 years. However, the underlying philosophy
of the education of the students is
one of its greatest, he said.
"Students who graduate from
the School of Business should be
technically competent and personally and socially responsible,"
Navratilsaid. "Our program is rigorous. It requires a lot of work."
The placement rates for last
year's graduates were comparable
to the placement rates of some impressive institutions, Navratil said.
The school's business program
is accredited by the American As-

sembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB).
"This is a distinction that is held
byonlyaselectnumberof schools
of business in the United States,"
Zlatoper said. "This speaks to the
quality of programs we have at
JCU in the business area."
Since its opening 50 years ago,
the School of Business has gradu·

a ted more than 6,900 students.
"We know when our students
and graduates go out to compete
(in the work force), they can hold
their own very well," Navratil said.

lcAu

More than 500 students
signed a Student Union petition expressing their outrage
over the price increases in the
lnn Between. A bill creati ng
an ad-hoc com mittee to ad·
dress these price increases
was passed at the Student
Un ion Meeting Tuesday. The
committee will compare Inn
Between prices to outside
prices at local distributors
and restaurants. They will
then propose a solution for the
Inn Between price increases.
AIDS Walk Cleveland '95
is a 6.2 mile pledge walk
which will take place at
Edgewater Park on Sept. 24.
Transportation from campus
and the Sheraton City Center
Hotel will be provided to the
walk Pizza parties will be
rewarded to the dormitory
floor and the orgamzatlon
which raises the most money
in pledges for the walk The
mdividual who raises the
most money in pledges will
win a $40 girt certificate to
Beachwood Mall. Further information can be obtained
from Lisa Heckman in the
Office of Stud em Activities.

"The Catholk Churcll in
Eastern Europe· From Suppression to Challenges of Renewal," a panel di cus i n.
w i\1 be lnmg,I·H Jl 7 yun. m t h e
jardtn
oom. The r l th
late Rev. Miclulel}. L.awUe, SJ.
played In linking Czech
Catholic leaders with the
West is one of the topics that
will be explored. It is open to
the public and free of charge.
Tomorrow, Carl Rosen,
campus entertainer of the
year, will be performing on
the steps of the atrium from
5-7 p.m.

News Briefs were compiled
byChristinaHynes,NewsEdi·
tor, and Cherie Slwczen, Assistant Nr:ws Editor.
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Senator Packwood's actions
uncover America's gullibility
Annie Collopy

4:00pm

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

6:30pm

JCU vs. Kenyon College
Shu/a Sports Center

7:30 prn

Jardine Room

JCU vs. Calvin College
Shu/a Sports Center

• '69 Football Team Registration
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75 Registration

6:00pm

Jardine Room

• Homecoming Rally

6:30pm

Rally for football. volleyball. soccer. and
cross country team. Performances by the
Dance Team. Cheerleaders a~d the Wolf
Mascots. Spirit Competitions between
the residence halls.
Recplex-Atrium Steps
Keller Commons

9:00am

9:00pm
11 :00 pm

Belvoir Boulevard

JCU vs. College of Mt. St. Joe
Shu/a Sports Center

• 1996 Reunion Class Committee Seminar
Classes. '41. '46. '51. ·56. '61. '66. '71. '76.
'81. '86. '91
Murphy Room

2:00pm

10:00 am

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tburnament

St. Francis Chapel

Semi Fina ls Shu/a Sports Center

• Class Agent Workshop

3:30pm

Faculty Dining Room

Belvo1r Boulevard will be the site of a gigantic
block party with multicolored booths. tents
and entertainment. Student Union Organizations will serve the vittles and potables.
Country Western music provided by "Rebel
Ridge" Band. There will be I me dancing in
the street. Free Lme Dancmg Lessons will
be provided. and an appearance by JCU wo lf
mascots (the real wolves- Lobo and Lola).

.
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BRAD CANTWELL '85
Football
Elected September 22. 1995
Two·time first team AII·PAC select1on as a full ·
back. Th1rd team All-American 1n 1982. when
he led all D1v1sion Ill sophomores and was ranked
13th overall w1th 993 yards rushing. One of
only three players (Carl Taseff and Willie Beers
are the others) to lead JCU in rushing for four
consecut1ve years (1 981·84) . At the time of
h1s graduation. held school record for career
rushing attempts (769) and career receptions
(86). and was ranked third all·t1me in career
rushing yards (2.91 0) and career points scored
(150).

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament
Finals

• Homecoming Block Party

11:00 am

• JCU vs. Otterbein College Football

Inductees. JCU Dance Team and Homecoming
King and Queen at halftime.
Wasmer Field

• Football Team Mass and
pre-game Breakfast

10:15 am

Tests combust in confrontation

introduced before the 9ame. Hall of Fame

Wasmer FJeld

6:00pm

Shu/a Sports Center

• Block Party Ends
Belvoir Boulevard

6:30pm

Commentary

• Resident Hall and
Booth Decoration Judging

National Championship Wrestlin g Team of '75
and '69 Championship Football Team

Atumrri Soccer Game

9:30am

In light of last week's resignation of Bob Packwood (R-Oregon), the United States Senate is
ca rryingafeelingof righteousness
and satisfaction. The ethics Committee is satisfied that t hey forced
a fellowmemberwhodeserved his
fate out of the corr upt bureaucracy.

• Blue /Gold Nightcap
~
• '69 Football Team
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75
Blue / Gold Room

• Alumni Soccer Reception

All resident halls and homecoming booths
will be decorated in the spirit of the weekend.
First and second place pr1zes Will be awarded
for the best 1n each category.

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

Forexample,Packwood helped
forcing Packwood's retirement,
they are still almost a quarter of a pass a tax bill that favored Shell
century too late. Packwood has Oil although he publicly admits
operated as a politician for ap- his dislike of the oil companies.
proximately twenty five years. In
It is almost inconceivable how
addi tion, the public has known of these offenses could be ignored.
these diaries for four years with- The Senate may feel good about
out demanding an intensive in- their consciences now after forcvestigation.
ing Packwood's retirement, but
Women who have worked with their actions were long overdue.
or just encountered Packwood
It is still amazing that someone
have come forth with disturbing in the public eye, moreover elected
accounts of sexual assault. Eigh· by the public, could have fooled
teen women tell stories of fon- the majority and remain in a leaddling, kissing, and various ac- ership position for a quarter of a
century.
counts of misconduct.
Packwood has been proven not
Similarly, it is unlikely that
just to be a dirty old man, but a Packwood's colleagues could have
twenty-five year veteran of sexual conveniently overlooked his mis·
misbehavior. Thus, Packwood has conduct for this period of time.
fooled the public while abusing
U.S. citizens, women in particumany colleagues and employees lar, should feel relieved that a corclose to him.
rupt politiciancannolongercarry
The volumes upon volumes of out his shenanigans. It is a frightdiaries not only reinforce these ening reminder oft he deep! y comexploits, but also publicize his plex bureaucracy of the U.S. govgross misuse of power in order to ernment and how long it takes to
obtain campaign funds.
act upon unethical behaviors.

It's about time.
Senator
Packwood has publicly been ethically questioned since 1991 when
it was revealed that he had extensive personal diaries.
General knowledge held that
Packwood's diaries carried stories
of sexual misconduct, misuse of
campaign funds, and the list continues.
While the Senate may feel that
they have done the "right" thing in

Faculty Dining Room

Noon

• Close Belvoir Boulevard

• Hall of Fame Dinner
Blue I Gold Club will honor 5 inductees
for 1995 and present an Award for Lifetime
Achievement in Athletics.
Brad Cantwell '8 5. Football
Brian Clarke '85, Baseba ll
Kevin Hinkel '77. Wrestling
Traugott "Trag" Keller '55. Basketball
~~
John Magyari '84. Baseball
New Conference Room
~ ~~

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

5:30pm

• Blue I Gold Reception

• Student Union Homecoming Dance
Swingo ·s-Piayhouse Square

• '69 Football Reception and Buffet
•

Murphy Room
National Championship Team

'75 Reception and Buffet
Faculty Dming Room

BRIAN CLARKE '85
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
First and only JCU baseball All -American. earning
third team honors on the 1985 Divtsion Ill squad .
Was a second team AII·Mideast Region pick as
a junior. and first team AII·PAC as a JU nior and
sen1or Graduated with and still holds record
for lowest career earned run average. posting
a 3.20 ERA from 1982·85. Car.eer record of 18·6.
including a perfect 11-0 mark against PAC oppo·
nents. Played on Cleveland College All· Star team
which played USA OlympiC Team on Ju ly 20.
1984. earnmg the save in a 1·0 upset.
KEVIN HINKEL '17
Wrestling
Elected September 22. 1995
A two·time national qualifier. completed h1s career
with a record of 52 ·17·1. earning All-American
honors 1n 1976 with a fifth-place finiSh at 190
pounds. 52 victones were most by a 190-pounder
and ninth best overall at the time of his gradua·
t1on . Was a two-time PAC champion (1976 and
1977). posting a 19·1 career record against con·
terence opponents. Three-time Nat10nal Catholic
Invitational champion. earning Most Valuable
Wrestler honors of the tournament in 1976.

TRAUGOTT "TROG" KELLER '55
Basketball
Elected September 22. 1995
Play-mak1ng point guard for the Blue Streaks in
the early 1950's. Three -year letterwmner and
starter on teams which featured John Carrolls
top pomt scorer of all time. George Dalton.
Although ass1sts were not recorded dunng Keller's
p1ay1ng days. Dalton stated at the conclus1on of h1s
career that "Traug should get cred1t for at
least half my (2.357) points." Sta rted in f1nal
49 games of his career as the Streaks went
29-20. earning victones agamst St. Bonaventure.
lana. G~o rgetown. Kent State. and Seton Hall.
JOHN MAGYAR! '84
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
Three-time AII-PAC f1rst team selection over
the course of his career. Lowest single season
earned run average in JCU baseball histo ry.
postmg an ERA of 1.90 in 1982. Owns school
records f or career starts (30). career complete
games (25). career wms (19). career innings
pitched (221) and career strikeouts (ZOO). Holds
the JCU single season records for complete
games (8) and strikeouts (68 m 1984). F1rst
JCU baseball player to compete at the professional level. playing with Utica of the Class
..A.. New York-Penn League in 1984·85.
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St Martin continues to recover [rom the devastation of Hurricane Luis which struck there lasrweek. The death toll is at fifteen
and expected to rise while rescue teams are still searching for
bodies in the wreckage. Hurricane Luis progressed up the U.S.
Eastern coast wreaking havoc on the beaches.
The USS Normandy fired missik in Bosnia-Herzegovina as
part of the pressure that NATO c:onrinutS to apply on the Serbs.
The first ship-based missile attack med to fOrce Bosnian Serb
rebels to pull weapons out ol U.N. areas which includes Sara~.
More than 3,000 'MJIDen from 181 counnics are concluding
the U.N.~ Fourth \\Uld Coaference on Women in Beijing this
week. The conference propcl6CS several programs for the cause of
'Mmlell. yet the funding for these programs is falling short of the
conference goals. The Issues at the conference have included
family, equality, and sexual rights.
Steffi Graf defeated Monica Selea in dl~ women's final oC the
US. Open, two sets to one, tO main ber munber ooe rialdb& Ill
women'stennis.Selesreamainsinthtnumbert'tlOpollttoonallr
ing back after the stabbing she rueived from one of Stars fans in
1993. PeteSamprasdefeated number one AndreAgassi three sets
to one in the men'sfinalof the US. Open.

En vi ron mentalists protest French nuclear testing

Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter

France began the first in a seriesof possibly eight underground
nuclear tests last Tuesday near
Mururua Atoll, located approximately 3,200 miles southeast of
Hawaii.
At 12:30 PM, the French military, with orders from French
president, jacques Chirac, detonated a 20,000-ton explosive. According to USA Today, the size of
this bomb was equivalent to the
explosive
dropped
upon
Hiroshima in 1945.
This first test was one in a sequence of experiments scheduled
to be conducted between September 1, 1995 and May 31, 1996.
Thenucleartestcomesatatime
of much protest by the international community against testing
of nuclear explosives.
In nearby Tahiti, French troops
had to be called in to suppress an
antinuclear protest at the island's
capital, Papeete.
In Papeete,a large groupo£ protesters overran the runway at
Tahiti's international airport.
Eventually, through the use of riot
police and tear gas, order was restored.
Indeed, there was also much
protest before the explosives were
detonated .
Recently, jacques Cousteau, a
famous French marine biologist
appealed for Chirac to halt the
nuclear experiments.
Greenpeace,anenvironmemal
advocacy group protested the impending tests by launching a
"peace flotilla " to the Mururua
Atolls.
Afler two of the Greenpeace
vessels violated the12·mileexclusion zone around the test area,
French commandos took possession of the ships.
Chirac dismissed these environmental protests stating, "As it
[France[ builds up its defense , the
European Union might wish the
French deterrent to play a role in
its security."
The European Union, however,
specifically asked the Frenchgovernment to halt preparation for
nuclear testing.

Sincetheconductionofthefirst
experiment, other nations in the
south Pacific region have also denounced the French tests. Both
Chile and Australia have recalled
their ambassadors to France, and
ordered them back totheirrespective countries.
Austr ailian Prime Minister,
PaulKeating.denouncedthetests
as •...an act ol stupidity.•
Peru and New Zealand have
also expressed grievances with
Chirac's d ecision to conduct
nuclear experiments.

Although Chirac originally
planned a series of eight tests, he
now states that France may ini·
tiate fewer detonations than previously scheduled.
"If we have the information that
we need to move to simulation, it
is clear that 1 will stop the explosions." said Chirac.
1he popularity of Lhe....ll:s
also questioned back in France. In
a recent poll in the French daily,
Le Monde, 60% of those polled
were opposed to Chirac conducting the tests.
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Senator Packwood's actions
uncover America's gu libility
Annie Collopy

4:00pm

5:30pm

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

6:30pm

JCU vs. Kenyon College
Shu/a Sports Center

7:30pm

Jardine Room

• '69 Football Team Registration
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75 Registration
Jardine Room

6:30pm

• Homecoming Rally
Rally for football. volleyball. soccer. and
cross country team. Performances by the
Dance Team. Cheerleaders and the Wolf
Mascots. Spirit Competitions between
the residence halls.
Recplex-Atrium Steps
Keller Commons

9:00am

9:00pm
11:00 pm

Belvoir Boulevard

JCU vs. College of Mt. St. Joe
Shu/a Sports Center

• 1996 Reunion Class Committee Seminar
Classes. '41. '46. '51. '56. '61. '66. '7 1. '76.
'81' '86. '91
Murphy Room

2:00pm

10:00 am

• Football Team Mass and
pre-game Breakfast

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament
Semi Fina ls

• Class Agent Workshop

3:30pm

Faculty Dining Room

11:00am

• JCU vs. Otterbein College Football

Inductees. JCU Dance Team and Homecoming
King and Queen at halft ime.
Wasmer Field

St. Francis Chapel

10:15 am

Tests combust in confrontation

introduced bef<>re the .game. Hall of Fame

Wasmer Field

• Homecoming Block Party

6:00pm

Belvoir Boulevard

6:30pm

• Student Union Homecoming Dance
Swingo·s-Piayhouse Square

• '69 Football Reception and Buffet
Murphy Room

• National Championship Team
'75 Reception and Buffet
Faculty Dining Room

Football

Two-time f1rst team AII·PAC select1on as a full
back. Third team All-American 1n 1982. when
he led all D1v1sion Ill sophomores and was ranked
13th overall with 993 yards rushing. One of
only three players (Carl Taseff and Wil11e Beers
are the others) to lead JCU 111 rushing for four
consecuttve years (1981·84). At the time of
h1s graduation. held school record for career
rushing attempts (769) and career recept1ons
(86). and was ranked th1rd all time m career
rushing yards (2.910) and career points scored
(150}.

KEVIN HINKEL '77
Wrestling
Elected September 22. 1995
A two·t1me national qualifier. completed his career
with a record of 52·17·1. earning All-American
honors 10 1976 with a fifth-place finish at 190
pounds. 52 victories were most by a 190-pou nder
and nmth best overall at the time of his graduation. Was a two time PAC champion (1976 and
1977). posting a 19·1 career record against conference opponents. Three-time National Catholic
lnv1tationat champion. earning Most Valuable
Wrestler honors of the tournament in 1976.

l~r('JJJ.,.J~rJ,If~

111~1~1~
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BRAD CANTWELL '85
Elected September 22. 1995

Shu/a Sports Center

• Block Party Ends

BRIAN CLARKE '85
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
F1rst and only JCU baseball All-American. earning
third team honors on the 1985 Division Ill squad.
Was a second team AII-Mideast Region pick as
a junior. and f1rst team AII-PAC as a JUnior and
senior Graduated with and still holds record
for lowest career earned run average. postmg
a 3.20 ERA from 1982-85. Car.eer record of 18-6.
Including a perfect 11-0 mark against PAC opponents. Played on Cleveland College All-Star team
which played USA Olympic Team on July 20.
1984. earnmg the save 1n a 1·0 upset.

.Jf~(J

Shu/a Sports Center

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament
Finals

Belvoir Boulevard will be the site of a gigantic
block party w1th multicolored booths. tents
and entertainment. Student Union Organization s will serve the vittles and potables.
Country Western music provided by "Rebel
Ridge" Band. There will be line dancing In
the street. Free Lme Danc1ng Lessons will
be provided. and an appearance by JCU wo lf
mascots (the real wolves-Lobo and Lola).

Commentary

• Resident Hall and
Booth Decoration Judging

National Championship Wrest ling Team of '75
and '69 Championship Footbal l Team

Atumm Soccer Game

9:30am

In light of last week's resignation of Bob Packwood (R-Or·
egon), the United States Senate is
carrying a feeling of righteousness
andsatisfaction. TheethicsCornmittee is satisfied that they forced
a fellow memberw hodeserved his
fate out of the corrupt bureau·
cracy.

• Blue I Gold Nightcap
~
• '69 Football Team
• National Championship Wrestling
Team of '75
Blue /Cold Room

• Alumni Soccer Reception

All resident halls and homecoming booths
will be decorated in the spirit of the weekend.
First and second place prizes will be awarded
for the best 1n each category.

• JCU Women's Volleyball Tournament

Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

Forexample,Packwood helped
pass a tax bill that favored Shell
Oil although he publicly admits
his dislike of the oil companies.
It is almost inconceivable how
these offenses could be ignored.
The Senate may feel good about
their consciences now after forcing Packwood's retirement, but
their actions were long overdue.
It isstill amazing that someone
in the public eye, moreover elected
by the public, could have fooled
themajorityand remain ina lead ership position for a quarter of a
century:
Similarly, it is unlikely that
Packwood's colleagues could have
conveniently overlooked his misconduct for 1his period of time.
U.S. citizens, women in particu·
lar,should feel relieved that a corrupt politiciancan no longer carry
out his shenanigans. It is a fright·
ening reminder of the deeply com·
plex bureaucracy of the U.S. gov·
ernment and how long it takes to
act upon unethical behaviors.

It's about time.
Senator
Packwood has publicly been ethi·
cally questioned since 1991 when
it was revealed that he had ex ten·
sive personal diaries.
General knowledge held that
Packwood's diaries carried stories
of sexual misconduct, misuse of
campaign funds, and the list continues.
While the Senate may feel that
they have done the"right"thing in

Faculty Dining Room

Noon

• Close Belvoir Boulevard

• Hall of Fame Dinner
Blue I Gold Club will honor 5 inductees
for 1995 and present an Award for Lifetime
Achievement in Athletics.
Brad Cantwell '85. Football
Brian Clarke '85. Baseball
Kevin Hinkel '77. Wrestling
Traugott "Trag" Ketler '55. Basketball
John Magyari '84 . Baseba ll
~~
New Conference Room
~ ..r~

• JCU Women 's Volleyball Tournament
JCU vs. Calvin College
Shu/a Sports Center

6:00pm

• Blue I Gold Reception

forcing Packwood's retirement,
they are still almost a quarter of a
century too late. Packwood has
operated as a politician for approximately twenty five years. In
addition, the public has known of
these diaries for four years without demanding an intensive investigation.
Women who have worked with
or just encountered Packwood
have come forth with disturbing
accounts of sexual assault. Eighteen women tell stories of fon ·
dling, kissing, and various accounts of misconduct.
Packwood has been proven not
just to be a dirty old man, but a
t wenty·five year veteran of sexual
misbehavior. Thus, Packwood has
fooled the public while abusing
rna n y colleagues and ern ployees
close to him.
The volumes upon volumes of
diaries not only reinforce these
exploits, but also publicize his
gross misuse of power in order to
obtain campaign funds.

TRAUGOTT " TROG" KELLER 'SS
Basketba ll
Elected September 22. 1995
Play-making point guard for the Blue Streaks 1n
the early 1950's. Three-year 1etterw1nner and
starter on teams which featured John Carroll's
top pomt scorer of all time. George Dalton.
Although ass1sts were not recorded dunng Keller's
playmg days. Dalton stated at the conclus1on of h1s
career that "Traug should get cred1t for at
least half my (2.357) points ... Started in final
49 games of his career as the Streaks went
29-20. earning victones aga1nst St. Bonaventure.
lona. Georgetown. Kent State. and Seton Ha ll.
JOHN MAGYAR! '84
Baseball
Elected September 22. 1995
Three-time AII-PAC first team selection over
the course of his career. Lowest sing le season
earned run ave rage in JCU baseball history.
postmg an ERA of 1.90 in 1982. Owns school
records for career starts (30). career complete
games (25). caree r wms (19). career innings
pitched (221) and career strikeouts (200). Holds
the JCU s1ngle season records for complete
games (8) and strikeouts (68 in 1984). F1rst
JCU baseball player to compete at the profess1onallevel. playing with Utica of the Class
A' New York-Penn League 1n 1984-85.

d
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St. Martin continues to recover from the devastation of Hurricane Luis which struck there lasrweek.Thedeath toll is at fifteen
and expected to rise while rescue teams are still searching for
bodies in the wreckage. Hurricane Luis progressed up the U.S.
Eastern coast WTeak ing havoc on the beaches.
The USS Normandy fired missile in Bosnia~Herzegovina as
part of the pressure that NA10 continues to apply on the Serbs.
The first ship-based missile attaCk tried 10 force Bosnian Serb
rebels to pull weapons our of U.N. areas whkh Includes Sarajevo.
More than 3,000 women from 181 countrlts are concluding
the U.N.:S Fourth World Coafermc:e on Women in Beijing this
week. The conference proposes several programs for the cause of
women. yet the funding for these programs is falling short of the
conference goals. The issues at the conference have included
l'amily, equality, and sexual rights.
Steffi Graf defeated Monica Seles in th~ :women's final o£ the
US. Open, two sets to one, to retain her nUmber one rlalrfng Jo
women's tennis. Selesreamains in the number twopolittollnall~
i ng back after the stabbing she received (rom one of Staf'sfans in
1993. Pete Sam pras defeated number one Andre Agassi rhree sets
to one in the men's final of the US. Open.

Environmentalists protest French nuclear testing

Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter
France began the first in a seriesof possibly eight underground
nuclear tests last Tuesday near
Mururua Atoll, located approximately 3,200 miles southeast of
Hawaii.
At 12:30 PM, the French military, with orders from French
president, jacques Chirac, detonated a 20,000-ton explosive. According to USA Today, the size of
this bomb was equivalent to the
explosive
dropped
upon
Hiroshima in 1945.
This first test was one in a sequence of experiments scheduled
to be conducted between September 1,1995 and May 31,1996.
The nuclear test comes at a time
of much protest by the international community against testing
of nuclear explosives.
In nearby Tahiti, French troops
had to be called in to suppress an
antinuclear protest at the island's
capital, Papeete.
In Papeete, a large groupof pro·
testers overran the runway at
Tahiti's international airport.
Eventually, through the use o£ riot
police and tear gas, order was restored.
Indeed, there was also much
protest before the explosives were
detonated .
Recently, jacques Cousteau, a
famous French marine biologist
appealed for Chirac to halt the
nuclear experiments.
Greenpeace,anenvironmental
advocacy group protested the im·
pending tests by launching a
"peace flotilla" to the Mururua
Atolls.
After two o£ the Greenpeace
vessels violated the 12-mileexclusion zone around the test area,
French commandos took possession o£ the ships.
Chirac dismissed these environmental protests stating," As it
[France! builds up its defense, the
European Union might wish the
French deterrent to play a role in
its security.•
The European Union, however,
specificall yasked the Frenchgovernmen t to halt preparation for
nuclear testing.

Sincetheconductionofthefirst
experiment, other nations in the
south Pacific region have also denounced the French tests. Both
Chile and Australia have recalled
their ambassadors to France, and
ordered them back totheirrespecrive countries.
Austrailian Prime Minister,
Pau l Keating. denounced the tests
as ...an act of stupidity.•
Peru and New Zealand have
also expressed grievances with
Chirac's decision to conduct
nuclear experiments.
&

Although Chirac originally
planned a series of eight tests, he
now states that France may initiate fewer detonations than pre·
viously scheduled.
"If we have the information that
we need to move to simulation, it
is clear that I will stop the explosions." said Chirac.
The pularity o I.he...u:s. i
also questioned back in France. In
a recent poll in the French daily,
Le Monde , 60% of those polled
were opposed to Chirac conducting the tests.
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New English professor
brings his Latin
American expertise
Margaret Znldarslc

American literature to students at
jCU, San Antonio hopes to advocate a greater appreciation for his
culture. He presents several different Latin American writers in
his course, such as Isabel Allende,
Gabrie\GaTCJa Marquez,andjorge
Luis Borges.
Many of the Latin American
writers utilize the literary techniqueof magical realism, in which
the world of illusion blends with
reality.
San Antonio believes that this
literature has been misinterpreted

Assistant Features Editor

John Carroll University is experiencing a culture shock.
New English professor Pedro
San Antonioisexpanding thecurriculum by introducing the
university's first course in Latin
American Literature.
Distinguished by his unique
blue walking stick, San Antonio
hopes to enhance the cultural
awareness on the ]CU campus
through his teaching. He believes
that the study of Latin American

You can tell that he has a genuine love
of leamlng and teaching.
Mark Winegardner
literature is very beneficialfor the
university. "l hope that lt will open
a lot of new minds," sald San Antonio.
In addition to Latin American
literature, San Antonio is also
teaching Freshman Composition
and British Literature I this semester. HehopestointroduceaCaribbean Literaturecourseand a study
abroad program in the nearf uture.
Through introducing Latin

in the past. "Many critics tend to
emphasize the magical essence
and ignore the reality of Latin
American literature," said San
Antonio. "I want students to see
the texts for what they are- testaments of a culture that is just as
rich as any other."
He said that the literature o£
Latin America puts a stronger
emphasis on human rights than
contemporary American litera-

ture and he presents
these ideas in his
course.
A native of San
juan, Puerto Rico,San
Antonio came alone
to the United States
in 1983 when he was
17. He graduated
from Coe College in
Northeastern Iowa in
1987
with
a
bachelor's degree in
English.

He completed his masters in
English in 1988 at the University
of Michigan in one year. Before
going on for his doctorate, he
taught Englishatastateschoolin
Syracuse, New York for one year
He completed his doctorate work
at the University of Michigan on a
four-year fellowship, specializing
in Chaucer and 14th century parliamentary language with a special interest in Latin American
studies.
San Antonio received a letter
from jeanne Colleran in thejCU
English department requesting
him to apply for a teaching position. He also applied at Florida
StateandSt.Mary'sCollegeinCalifornia.
Hefelt thatJCU was the perfect
match. "It was just the right size

and ·gave me the chance to teach
Latin American Literature," said
San Antonio.
San Antonio said that he has
received a great deal of help and
support from his colleagues in the
English department at JCU. He
has also gained their respect.
Mark Winegardner believes
that San Antonio is a very natural
and dedicated teacher. "You can
tell that he has a genuine love of
learning and teaching ," said
Winegardner. "He is very enterraining in front of his class, yet
does not lose sight of the serious
points he is trying to make."
San Antonio moved to Cleveland Heights this summer from
Ann Arbor, Michigan with his
wife, Vashni, and finds Cleveland
to be the most diverse area he has

ever lived in the United States. "Of
all the places I've lived in the U.S.,"
said San Antonio, "I like Cleveland
the best."
Outside of academia, San Antonio is an avid baseball and
Michigan sports fan. He's already
been to jacob's Field this summer.
He loves to watch TheSimpsons
and said that he can quote just
about every episode.
He enjoys many of the simple
things in life, such as just spending time with friends. He believes
that human relationshipsaremost
important.
"I want my students to remember that the only things that are
real are the relationships we build
with one another," said San Antonio, "and that we really need to
cherish them."
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•Elvis +Marilyn: 2 x Immortar a reflection of popular culture
Etlc Embacher
Features Editor

WhHe it is still difficult to determine what the enduring characteristics of America's young culture will someday be, there is a
continuous onslaught of popular
art whichservestodefinesomeof
the prevailing ideas of the American people today.
For better of worse, the
most prevelant cultural
icons of popular American
cui ture are Elvis Presley
and Marilyn Monroe. In
celebration and reflection ,
the Cleveland Museum of
Art is hosting an exhibit
entitled Elvis+ Marilyn: 2

Sarah Furey
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Exhibit leaves strong impressions

Staff Reporter

Pedro San Antonio wants students to experience the reality of Latin
American literature in his course.
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The Carroll News, September 14, 1995

Freshmen aren't the only new
faces around campus this fall. As
another year of school begins, the
Carroll community welcomes a
new resident jesuit, Rev. Daniel
Reim, Sj. The newly-ordained
priest is residing in Murphy Hall,
the co-educational freshmen residence hall.
Recently ordained in June of
1995, Reim has a vast educational
resume, spanning 22 years of his
life. "I don't ever want to hear the
words 'ten page paper' ever again,"
he said of his experience.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Reim
was raised in Erie, Pennsylvania,
where he attended Cathedral
Preperatory School during his
high school years.
Following high school, Reim
embarked upon his college career.
The choice was a difficult one,
between]CU and Penn State. The
final decision, Reim said, was
made upon receipt of his acceptance letters. The one from Penn
State addressed him as "Dear Penn
Stater," while the one from JCU
read "Dear Daniel Reim ." The
choice from then on was simple:
he liked the more personal, caring
approach of Carroll.
However, Reim only attended
JCU for two years, from 1980 to
1982. He moved on, he said, after
being "forced, coerced, brainwashed, totally against my will,
to join the jesuits," by Rev. joseph
0. Schell, Sj. and Rev. Peter j.
Fennesy, SJ.
Reim attended Novitiate in
Detroit for his first two years as a
jesuit. Next he pursued degrees in
philosophy and psychology at
Loyola University of Chicago. After getting his degrees, Rei mstayed
on to achieve his Master's degree
in counseling psychology. In his
last year of school at Loyola he
worked as a freshman residence
hall chaplain.
Afterfinishingat Loyola, Reim
taught religion at St. John's High
School in Toledo. He also worked
as a counselor for the three years
he was there. For the past four
years, Reim made his home at the
Weston jesuit School of Theology
in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
where he got his Master'sdegree in
divinity, thus ending his 22 years
of schooling.
Reim said he had some ideas
about joining the priesthood before he came to ]CU. When he
came to school he found out more
about what the jesuits were about,
what their mission is, and attended the eight-day Ignatian retreat.
While he was at this retreat, he
had an interesting experience.
One night, while Reim was walking and praying, he heard noise
coming from a car. Upon further
inspection, he found the current
pastor of Gesu parish, Rev. jack
White, Sj., sitting in his car, listening to the Cleveland Indians game
on the radio. This encounter
helped Reim to see that priests
could be human, too.
After becoming an ordained
priest, Reim was sent back tojCU
by his religious superior in Detroit.
Reirn said he is happy to be here

and finds that the aspect that he
likes the best about the school is
the students can walk from class
to class and being able to say "Hi"
to many familiar faces.
Reim said he also likes what x Immortal.
The exhibit features 119
]CU stands for. It is "not just education for a job, it is education fora works by some of the most
Christ-centered life, as you see in important contemporrary
cam pusministryand other acti vi - artists since the 1950's. It
ties. The Carroll community opened in Boston in Nowants the world to be a better vember of 1994 and is curplace," Reim said.
rently scheduled to tour
Reim will serve Murphy Hall untill998.
residems by listening to students
One of the more im prestalk about their hard times, an- sionable works of the exswering their questions, and be- hibit is a painting entitled
ing there when someone needs "Marilyn" by Marie Pobre.
him. His room is located west of The work depicts a vision
the lobby on the first floor of of Marilyn Monroe from theshoulMurphy.
ders up as she may have looked at
There. is mass at the chapel in about the age of 60, if she had lived.
Murphy Hall Monday nights at The dark and haunting painting
10:30 and Reim is looking for stu- disturbs the viewer's previous imdents who are interested in doing ages of the young and beautiful
readings for the liturgy or provid- Monroe and in turn reflects
ing music. He also has an office in America's obsession with youth.
Another work that is very hard
the student center located next to
the ra cquetball courts.
to forget is Rena Lacaria's "Elvis

the King," a giant painting of a
nude Elvis at his throne. Everything in the painting is rendered
gloriously, leavmg the viewer with
an appropnate 1mpress10n of
Elvis's gaudi, larger-than-life
legacy.
Possibly the most progressive
work on display is entitled "You
Are the One" by jef Bourgban The

work involves a set up of three tiny
TV screens which show Marilyn
Monroe appearing, blowing kisses,
and then fading into the oblivion
of the TV screen The ghosthke
image shows how, though she died
years ago, Monroe is continually a
centerpiece of American ulture.
A great pie e which not only
reflects the cultural icon of Flvi~.

but also pays tribute to the singer
is a bust by Robert Arneson entitled "Elvis." Arneson depicts
Elvis in Roman gladiator garb enhanced with guitars and other
musical references. On the back
side of the bust, a heart is cut out
with an Inscription surrounding
it that reads, "Sing your heanout.•
Th1s subtle detail is a poignant
reminder of how, in giving so much of his life to
the public, Elvis was left
With nothing for himself.
Aside from the many
otherfascinatingworkson
display, a highlight of the
e ·hibit is the guided tours
given to every visitor. Every viewer is given headphones and a headset
which contains a pre-recorded program guiding
viewers through each of
the four themed sections
in which Elvis and
Marilyn are shown as objects of hero worship,
mythical figures, refle ·
tions of popular culture
and as religious icons. The
listener lsabletostop.fast
forward, or rewmd the1r
casselteplaye.r,dependingon their
imerests and the peed at which
they choose to observe each work.
Elvis and Manlyn. 2 x Immortal has been a highhghtof the festivities surrounding the opening
of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
It will continue to be on view at
the Cleveland Museum of Art
throup,h C.Cpt •mber 24

Campus Ministry
MASS SCHEDULE
week End Services

Week Day Services

in St. Francis Chapel

in St. Francis Chapel
11:00a.m.
12:05 p.m.
in Sutowski Chapel
Tuesday 10:30 p.m.
in Bernet Chapel
Wednesday 10:30
in Murphy Hall Chapel
Thursday 10:30 pm.

Saturday 6:30 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.
12noon
6:30p.m.
10:30 pm.

Student Retreats
CAR. E.

October 27-28, 1995
Retreat for Frestman and
Transfer Students
October 27-29,1995

AVAILAEl.E FOR PERSONAL CClU'ISELING AID SPIRITUAL
DIRECTION
Bandsuch, Mark
Benda, Fred SJ.
Biehl, William SJ.
Bukala, Casey SJ.
Caporella, Cynthia A.
Dister, John SJ.
Dunbar, Don SJ.
Fennessey, Peter SJ.
Feurguson, Tasha
Kanapek, John SJ.
Lettofsky, Rabbi Allen
Lihvar, Frank SJ.
Mohler JA. SJ.
Nichols, William SJ.
Noel, Mary O.P.
Owens. Joseph SJ.
Reim, Dan SJ.
Salmi, Richie SJ.
Schell, Joseph SJ.
Smith. Francis SJ.
Spitler, Ernest SJ.

~
397-3094
397-1713
397-4211
397-4781
397-4721
397-3036
397-3071
397-4701
397-4176
397-4557
231-0040
397-4739
397-4501
397-4631
397-4709
444-2518
397-4517
397-4213
397-4630
397-4546
397-3013

Residence
397-4512
397-4586 Sutowski
397-1886 Rodman
397-4514 Rodman
397-4575 Campion
397-4544 Bernet
397-45 79 Miller
397-4260 East
Rodman
Hillel
397-4447
Rodman
397-4631 Dolan
397-4541 Rodman
397-4517 Murphy
397-4540 Pacelli
397-4580 Rodman
397-4576 RO<inan

Antioch Retreats
November 17-18, 1995
March 22-23, 1996
Appalachia Trip
March 2-10,1996

8-0ay Retreats
January 7-15,1996
May 9-17, 1996

Sacrament of Reconciliation
JCU priests are·available during regular
office hours or upon request for face to
face confessions. Fr. Schell's confessional
next to the Ministry Offices may be used
on Monday and Friday, 3:30 - 4:30p.m. and
whenever amber light is on.

FEAlliiES
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New English professor
brings his Latin
American expertise
Margaret Znldarslc
Assistant Features Editor

john Carroll University is experiencing a culture shock.
New English professor Pedro
SanAntonioisexpandingthecurriculum by introducing the
university's first course in Latin
American Literature.
Distinguished by his umque
blue walking stick, San Antonio
hopes to enhance the cultural
awareness on the jCU campus
through his teaching. He believes
that the study of Latin American

American literaturetostudentsat
JCU, San Antonio hopes to advocate a greater appreciation for his
culture. He presents several different latin American writers in
his course, such as Isabel Allende,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and jorge
Lu1s Borges.
Many of the Latin American
writers utilize the literary techniqueof magical realism, in which
the world of ill us ion blends with
reality.
San Antonio believes that this
literature has been misinterpreted

You can ten that he has a genuine lotte
of learning and teaching.
Mark Winegardner
literature is very beneficial for the
university. "l hope that It will open
a lot of new minds," said San Antonio.
In addition to Latin America n
literature, San Antonio is also
teaching Freshman Composition
and Bntish Literature I this semester. HehopestointroduceaCaribbean Literaturecourseandastudy
abroad program in the near future.
Through introducing Latin

in the past. "Many critics tend to
em ph a size the magical essence
and ignore the reality of Latin
American literature," said San
Antonio. "I want students to see
the texts for what they are- testaments of a culture that is just as
rich as any other.~
He said that the literature of
Latin America puts a stronger
emphasis on human rights than
contemporary American litera-

ture and he presents
these ideas in his
course.
A native of San
Juan,PuertoRico,San
Antonio came alone
to the United States
in 1983 when he was
17. He graduated
from Coe College in
Northeastern Iowa in
1987
with
a
bachelor's degree in
English.

He completed his masters in
English in 1988 at the University
of Michigan in one year. Before
going on for his doctorate, he
taught English at a state schoolin
Syracuse, New York for one year.
He completed his doctorate work
at the University of Michigan on a
four-year fellowship, specializing
in Chaucer and 14th century parliamentary language with a specia! interest in Latin American
studies.
San Antonio received a letter
from jeanne Colleran in the JCU
English department requesting
him to apply for a teaching position. He also applied at Florida
StateandStMary'sCollegeinCalifornia.
He felt thatjCU was the perfect
match. "It was just the right size

and ·gave me the chance to teach
Latin American Literature," said
San Antonio.
San Antonio said that he has
received a great deal of help and
supportfromhiscolleaguesinthe
English department at JCU. He
has also gained their respect
Mark Winegardner believes
that San Antonio is a very natural
and dedicated teacher. "You can
tell that he has a genuine love of
learning and teaching ," said
Winegardner. "He is very enterraining in front of his class, yet
does not lose sight of the serious
points he is trying to make."
San Antonio moved to Cleveland Heights this summer from
Ann Arbor, Michigan with his
wife, Vashni, and finds Cleveland
to be the most diverse area he has

s-rz.,.,

everlivedintheUnitedStates. "Of
all the places I've lived in the U.S.,"
said San Antonio, "IIikeCleveland
the best."
Outside of academia, San Antonio is an avid baseball and
Mich igan sports fan. He's already
been to Jacob's Field this summer.
He loves to watch The Simpsons
and said that he can quote just
about every episode.
He enjoys many of the simple
things in life, such as just spending time with friends. He believes
that human relationshipsaremost
important.
"I want my students to remember that the only things that are
real are the relationships we build
with one another," said San Antonio, "and that we rea11y need to
cherish them."

Happy Hour . ~
in the Heights ~
Mon-Fri 4-7pm
2573 Noble Rd. Cleve. Hts. 291-6522

----=:~==----
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Exhibit leaves strong impressions

jesuit in
Murphy

"Elvis+ Marilyn· 2 x Immortat a reflection of popular culture
Eric Embacher
Features Editor

While it is still difficult to determine what the enduring characteristicsof America's young culture will someday be, there is a
continuous onslaught of popular
art which serves todefinesome of
the prevailing ideas of the American people today.
For better of worse, the
most prevelant cultural
icons of popular American
culture are Elvis Presley
and Marilyn Monroe. In
celebra tion and reflectiOn,
the Cleveland Museum of
Art is hosting an exhibit
entitled Elvis+ Marilyn: 2

Sarah Furey

Pedro San Antonio wants students to experience the reality of Latin
American literature in his course.

FEATIIIES
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e
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Freshmen aren't the only new
faces around campus this fall. As
another year of school begins, the
Carroll community welcomes a
new resident jesuit, Rev. Daniel
Reim, Sj. The newly-ordained
priest is residing in Murphy Hall,
the co-educational freshmen residence hall.
Recently ordained in june of
1995, Reim has a vast educational
resume, spanning 22 years of his
life. "I don't ever want to hear the
words 'ten page paper' ever again,"
he said of his experience.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Reim
was raised in Erie, Pennsylvania,
where he attended Cathedral
Preperatory School during his
high school years.
Following high school, Reim
embarked upon his college career.
The choice was a difficult one,
betweenjCU and Penn State. The
final decision, Reim said, was
made upon receipt of his acceptance letters. The one from Penn
State addressed him as "Dear Penn
Stater," while the one from jCU
read "Dear Daniel Reim ." The
choice from then on was simple:
he liked the more personal, caring
approach of Carroll.
However, Reim only attended
jCU for two years, from 1980 to
1982. He moved on, he said, after
being "forced, coerced, brainwashed, totally against my will,
to join the jesuits," by Rev. joseph
0. Schell, Sj. and Rev. Peter j.
Fen nesy, SJ.
Reim attended Novitiate in
Detroit for his first two years as a
jesuit. Next he pursued degrees in
philosophy and psychology at
Loyola University of Chicago. After getting his degrees,Reim stayed
on to achieve his Master's degree
in counseling psychology. In his
last year of school at Loyola he
worked as a freshman residence
hall chaplain.
After finishing at Loyola,Reim
taught religion at St. John's High
School in Toledo. He also worked
as a counselor for the three years
he was there. For the past four
years, Reim made his home at the
Weston Jesuit School of Theology
in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
where he got his Master's degree in
divinity, thus endi ng his 22 years
of schooling.
Reim said he had some ideas
about joining the priesthood before he came to jCU. When he
came to school he found out more
about what the jesuits were about,
what their mission is, and attended the eight-day lgnatia n retreat.
While he was at this retreat, he
had an imeresting expe rience.
One night, while Rei m was walking and praying. he heard noise
coming from a car. Upon furt her
inspection, he found the cur rent
pastor of Gesu parish, Rev. Jack
White, SJ., si uing in his car,listeningtotheCleveland Indians game
on the radio. This encounter
helped Reim to see that priests
could be human, too.
After becoming an ordained
priest, Reim wassem back toJCU
by hisreligioussuperiorin Detroit.
Reim said he is happy to be here

and finds that the aspect that he
likes the best about the school is
the students can walk from class
to class and being able to say "Hi"
to many familiar faces.
Reim said he also likes what xlmmortal.
The exhibit features 119
JCU stands for. It is "not just education fora job, it is education for a works by some of the most
Christ-centered life, as you see in important contemporrary
campusm inistryand other activi- artists since the 1950's. It
ties. The Carroll community opened in Boston in Nowants the world to be a better vember of 1994 and is curplace," Reim said.
rently scheduled to tour
Reim will serve Murphy Hall until1998 .
residents by listening to students
One of the more im prestalk about their hard times, an- sionable works of the exswering their questions, and be- hibit is a painting entitled
ing there when someone needs "Marilyn" by Marie Pobre.
him. His room is loca ted west of The work depicts a vision
the lobby on the first floor of of Marilyn Monroef rom the shoulMurphy.
ders up as she may have looked at
There is mass at the chapel in about the age of 60, if she had lived.
Murphy Hall Monday nights at The dark and haunting painting
10:30 and Reim is looking for stu- disturbs the viewer's previous imdents who are interested in doing ages of the young and beautiful
readings for the Iiturgy or provid- Monroe and in turn reflects
ing music. He also has an office in America's obsession with youth.
the student center located next to
Another work that is very hard
the racquetball co urts.
to forget is Rena Lacaria's "Elvis

the Kmg," a giant paintmg of a
nude Elvis at his throne. Everything in the painting is rendered
gloriously, leaving the viewer with
an appropnate 1mpression of
Elvis's gaudi, larger -than-life
legacy.
Possibly the most progressive
work on d1splay is entitled "You
AretheOne"byjefBourgban. The

work involvesaset up of three tiny
TV screens which show Marilyn
Monroe appearing, blowing kisses,
and then fading into the oblivion
of the TV screen. The ghostlike
image shows how, though she died
years ago, Monroe is continually a
centerpiece of American culture.
A great piece which not only
ref\ cts the cultural 1con of Fl v is.

but also pays tnbute to the singer
is a bust by Robert Arneson entitled "Elvis.· Arneson depicts
Elvis in Roman gladiator garb enhanced with guitars and other
musical references. On the back
side of the bust, a heart is cut out
with an inscription surrounding
it that reads, "Sing your heart out •
Th1s subtle detail IS a poignant
reminder of how, in giving so much of his hfe to
the public, Elvis was left
with nothmg for him elf.
Aside from the many
otherfascmatingworkson
display, a highlight of the
exhibit is the guided tours
given to every visitor. Every viewer is given head
phones and a headset
which contains a pre-recorded program guiding
viewers through each of
the four themed sections
in which Elvis and
Marilyn are shown as objects of hero worship,
mythical figures, reflec·
tions of popular culture
and as religious icons. The
listener IS ablewsrop,fast
forward , or rewind t he1r
casseue player,dependingon the1r
interests and th speed at which
they choose to observe each work.

Elvis and Marilyn · 2 x Immorta I has been a highlightof thr festiviries surrounding rhe opening
ofrhe Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
It will contmue to be on view at
the Cleveland Museum of An
1hrouv,h Sept mber 24

Campus Ministry
MASS SCHEDU..E

AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL ~lNG AID SPIRITUAL

Week End Services

Week Day Services

in St. Francis Chapel

in St. Francis Chapel
11:00am.
12:05p.m.
in Sutowski Chapel
Tuesday 10:30 pm.
in Bernet Chapel
Wednesday 10:30
in Murphy Hall Chapel
Thursday 10:30 pm.

Saturday 6:30 pm.
Sunday 10:00 am.
12 noon
6:30pm.
10:30p.m.

Student Retreats
C.A.R.E.

October 27-28,1995

Retreat for Frestman and

Transfer Students
October 27-29,1995

DIRECTION
Bandsuch, Mark
Benda, Fred SJ.
Biehl, William SJ.
Bukala, Casey SJ.
Caporella, Cynthia A.
Oister, John SJ.
Dunbar, Don SJ.
Femessey, Peter SJ.
Feurguson, Tasha
Kanapek, John SJ.
Lettofsky, Rabbi Allen
Lihvar, Frank SJ.
Mohler JA SJ.
Nichols, William SJ.
Noel, Mary OP.
Owens, Joseph SJ.
Reim, Dan SJ.
Salmi, Richie SJ.
Schell, Joseph SJ.
Smith, Francis SJ.
Spitler, Ernest SJ.

~
397-3094
397-1713
397-4211
397-4781
397-4721
397-3036
397-3071
397-4701
397-4176
397-4557
231..()()40
397-4739
397-4501
397-4631
397-4709
444-2518
397-4517
397-4213
397-4630
397-4546
397-3013

Residence
397-4512
397-4586 Sutowski
397-1886Rodman
397-4514 Rodman
397-4575 Can pion
397-4544 Bernet
397-4579 Miller
397-4260 East
RO<tnan
Hillel
397-4447
Rodman
397-4631 Dolan
397-4541 Rodman
397-4517 ~rphy
397-4540 Pacelli
397-4580 Rodman
397-4576 Rodman

Antioch Retreats
November 17-18, 1995
March 22-23, 1996

Appalachia Trip
March 2-10,1996

8-0ay Retreats
January 7-15,1996
May 9-17,1996

Sacrament of Reconciliation
JCU priests are available during regular
office hours or upon request for face to
face confessions. Fr. Schell's confessional
next to the Ministry Offices may be used
on Monday and Friday, 3:30 - 4:30p.m. and
whenever amber light is on.

ENTERTAII\ttENT
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Medicine is the candy

IN I ERNATIONAL POULTRY CO. RESTAIRANT
TEL {216)295-5555

Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art celebrates the 60-year artistic
career of area native Dorothy Dehner (1901 -1994) through Nov:5
with Dorothy Dehner: Drawings, Prints, Sculpture. The exht·
bit ion - s howcasing Dehner's interest in three-dimensional forms,
black ink and watercolor, and engrav t ng - is her first
restrospective m Cleveland. Admission is free. Regular gallery
hours are Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.;
Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 9:45p.m.; Sa turday, 9 a.m. to 4:45 p. m ~ and
Sunday, ! p.m. to 4:45p.m. The exhibi tion is on display in Gallery
104. Call421-7340 for more information.
Back Beat: A Rock and Roll SFww, an exhibition of contempora ry works by artists Christian Marclay, j oel Otterson and
Stephen Sprouse, is on dtsplay at the Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art through Sunday,Sept. 24.Works include Marday's
"Mobius Loop,' a 20-foot- long sculpture made of cassettes and
nylon ties; Sprouse's Day-Glo silkscreen paintings; and Otterson's
retro rock 'n' roll bedroom. Admission is free. The Center is open
Wednesday through Friday, 11 a.m. to 6 p m. and Sunday,12 to 5
p.m. Call42l-8671 for more information.

Film
The Cleveland Museum of Art continues its tribute to the 50
greatest movies of all time this month with 100 Years of Magic:
War Stories. The films, which run every Sunday at 1:30 p.m.,
combine three centuries of civil and world wars, proving that war
is a universal human experience. Ugetsu (Japan), showing Sept
17, revolves around rwo peasa ms who leave home to seek fame and
fortun e durmg a 16th-century war m Japa n. Apocalypse Now
(USA), a Vietnam war drama starring Martin Sheen and Marlon
Brando, runs Sept. 24. Admiss ion for each film is $4. Call 4217340 for more Information.
Case Western Reserve Umvers ity's Film Soc iety Fall '95 presents Higher Learn ing. Septl5at7p.m., 9:30p.m.and midnight;
and Anima l House,Sept.l6at7and 9:30p.m. Allfilmsa reshown
in Strosacker Auditorium. The purchase of a $1.50 membership
card entitles patrons to the reduced $2.50 ticket price. For additional information, call368-C!NE.

Music
Belkin Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Korn and Orange9MM,Sept.l9at thcOdeon. Korn is touring in
support of their self-titled Epic debut, which features their off·
beat style, especially on aggresstve tracks such as 'Blind' and
"Daddy.' Openers, Orange 9MM, are supporting their debut
EastWest release, Driver Nor lncluded and recently played at
Nauuca Stage during the 'Warped Tour.' Tickets are now on sale
at all Ticket master locations or call241-5555 to charge.
Play House Square Center presents Grammy· winning saxophone artist Dav id Sanborn along with The C leveland jazz
O rchest ra. Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. in the State Thearre. Sanborn is
touring in support of his latest album, Pearls, which he recorded
with a 60-piece orchestra He has madefrequent appearances on
David Letterman's 'Late Night' talk show and has played with the
Rolling Stones. Paul Simon, Pink Floyd, Bruce Springsteen and
The Eagles Tickets are now on sale for $25.75 at the Play House
Square Box Office. Call toll -free 1·800-766-6048 for more infor·
mat ion

Theatre
A Funny Th1ng Ha ppened On The Way To T he Fo rum
opens Friday, Sept. 15 and runs through Oct. 8 at the Beck Center
in Lakewood, with addi[ional performances Sept. 24 and Oct. 5.
Curtam rime Thursday through Saturday is 8 p.m , while Sunday
performances begin at 2 p.m Tickets are $12 for adu lts. Discounts
are available for students. seniors and children. Tickets can be
purchased at the box office, by mail or by phone. For more
informal ion, call 521-2540.
The Cleveland Play House presents Denver Center Theatre's
production of lt Ai n't Nothin' but the Bl ues- T he Roots of
Rock and Ro ll in the Drury Theatre through Sept.!?. The show
features blues anists who have been induc.ted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, includingjimmte Rodgers, B.B. King, Hank
Williams, Bessie Smith and others. Special low prices include $21
forweekdaysand matinees. Friday and Saturdayeveningsare$25.
For more informauon, call the Ticket Office at 795· 7000

20060 VAN AKEN BLVD.(next to Jos. Banks clothiers)

Staff Reporter

On "The Simpsons" the other
night, Homer was descr ibed as either a below-average human or a
brilliant beast. The program left
the question open-ended. lt seems
just as difficult to rate the A ustralia n band, Silverchair - average
big-time band, or phenomenal
garage band?
Being such a young band (the
oldest member barely old enough
to drive in America)itreally is not
fairtoexpectsomeof the qualities
ofamorematureband. Yet,acomparison 1s unavoidable.
Silverchair's debut CD,
Frogstomp, opens with "Israel's
Son," whtch starts with a low bass
leading to a simple melody. The
song eventua ll y erupts into a
crunchingchorus. W hat grabs the
listener's attention is lead singer
Danieljohns' vocal talent. His voca Is do not sound like the voice of
a teenager rapt in the t hroes of
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Open 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Every Day
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A GREAT AlTERNATIVE TO PIZZA

ASTED ON A SPIT WITH SPECIAL SEASONINGS

1 place DARK MEAL with 2 sides
1 piece WHITE MEAL wi th 2 sides
2 piece MEAL with 2 sides
3 piece MEAL with 2 sides
5 piece DINNER with 2 Lg. ads
CHICKEN FINGER$(8) MEAL
with 2 sides
ALL WHITE MEAT add 1 .00/pc.

BAR-8-Q SAUCE AVA~
QUARTER CHICKEN DARK a BREAD
QUARTER CHICKEN WHITE a BREAD

&.H

4.H
5.99

IWS CHICKEN wltll2 8lcles
WHOLE CHICKEN a ..uD
TWO WHOLE CHICKENS

INTERNATIONAL CHICKEN
CHOICE OF TERIYAKI, LEMON
a GARUC, HONEY MUSTARD
HAWAIIAN

FRIED CHICKEN
IKINUSI

ROTISSERIE CHICKEN

T.H
24.11

2.11
3.49
4.91

1.91

QUARTER CHICKEN DARK Ale BREAD 4.41
QUARTER CHICKEN WHITE IIREA.D lUI
HALF CHICKIN a BREAD
I.H

11.11
4.11

a

w...s (&) a BREAD

with 2 side dishes

3.99

SANDWICHES
SALADS

·

SIDE DISHES

LARGE CAESAR SALAD

Jim Goodall (left), Beth Thompson and Brad Laner.
Beth Thompson's bittersweet delivery. What was buried in the previous release reac hes the surface
on this one. Does that make it boring?Not atall. HerHighness, while
taking on an almost a nti-Medici ne
sentiment, smacks of focus, texture and soph istication.

"When all good things come attached bystrings/ Don't bat an eye.
j ust fly," Thompson croons on the

puberty. ln fact, they have a very
Eddie Vedder-esquequality. To the
untra ined ear, the similarity is al·
most uncanny.
Next on the list is the radio hit
"Tomorrow." If you arelooking for
a "best song" on the album, this
would probably qualify. The basic
style is easy melody / hard chorus,
mixed with some fa ncy gui tar
work and excellent vocals. This
song is a favori te because it allows
the listener to pa rtici pate in the
music.
Generally, the more one can
sing along, quote the lyr ics, or tap
a pencil with the beat, the more
likable and popular t he song will
be. For insta nce, the vocals of "Tomorrow," the terminally rhyming
lyrics of "Shade," the cru nching,
driving beat of "Undecided," and
theenergericchorusof"Findaway"
lett he listener do a little more with
the song t han s imply listen.
Anotherqua li ty of Sil verchair's
music is its metal roots, which are

3.99
W/ ORILLED CHICKEN, TUliA, OR CHICKEN SALAD 5.99
LAROE TOSSED GREEN SALAD
2.49
WI QRIUED CHICKE)j, TUNA, ORCHICKEN SALAD 4.49
100% WHITE MEAT CHICKEN SALAD
with 2 aide dlalwla
15.19

American R«:ordlng:s

opening track, and Laner joins her
forasavoryd ueton "Wash Me Out"
Seasoned dru mmer Jim Good all
shines throughout, especially on
th e tribal "Farther Down."
But one of the most pleasant
surpr ises on Her Highn ess is t he
ultra-mellow "Candy, Candy," in
which Thompson's vocals sound
simply provocative over the celestial chords of an organ.

From high chairs to Silverchair
Andrew Schlegelmilch
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Grand Opening

Karen Obrzut
Enterta inment Editor

Whe n I was 6 years old , one of
my goals m life was to stay in th e
lines when l colored. Not because
l wanted to, mind you, but I succumbed to kmdergarten conformity. Deep down 1 really wanted
to let loose and set my own bound·
aries, or forget them altogether.
Of course, there was this kid
who colored everywh ere except
inside the lines. He did what I
couldn 't do, and although he wore
a dunce cap most of the time, I
thought he was the coolest.
Maybe that's why l was so attracted to Medicine's last CD, The
Buried Life. 1 found that kid in
guitar ist / vocalist / songwrite r
Brad Laner, who won praises from
many a critic, and delighted in
confusing the hell out of anyone
lucky enough to get lt.
Imagine pure pop at its tastiest
fused with a frenzy of guitarfeedback, and lilting vocals that are
almost hidden at times, yet keep
the marvelous madness afloat.
Songs such as "The Pink," and the
clever)yscu lpted, yet spontaneous
styli ngs of "Babydoll" a nd "She
Knows Everything," are, quitesimply, li berating.
On the group's latest CD, Her
Highness(American), things are a
whole lot less confusing.Laner has
toned down the feed back and general noise surrounding voca list

FAX{216) 295-5550

Reaular llcle Dishes
Choose from: Homemade Mashed Potatoes, Com,
Herb Roas ted Red Potato, Brown Rlce / 8e111s,
Herb Stuffing, Cucumber Sallld, Traditional
Potato Salad, Peme Pasta, 3 Bean 5alad,
Macaroni & Cheel8.
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fo und in nearly every song. but
especially "Pure Massa cre,""Leave
Me Ou t" a nd th e instrumenta l
"Madman."
Overall, Silverchair receives an
above-average rating. age and all.
This judgment, however, is based
almost exclusively on pote ntial.
W hile the vocals stand out, Ch ris
joannou (bass) and Ben Gill ies
(d r ums) both show pote ntia l.
With time, all these aspects (and
weak lyricism) should improve.
The songs on Frogstomp get a
little old near the middle and excruciating at the end .But after the
whole CD is heard a few m ore
times, the songs each begin to take
on a quality of their own and become m ore palatable.
Beca use of the ba nd's earl y
start, there is a distinct possibility
that Frogstomp could launch sequels. We may havetowai tthough.
The latest news is tha t the drummer was grounded for break ing
curfew.
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Med·cine is the candy
Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art celebrates the 60-year artistic
career of area native Dorothy Dehner (1901-1994) through Nov: 5
with Do To thy DehneT: Dmwings,Prints,Sculpture. Theexhibiuon- showcasing Dehner's interest in three-dimensional forms,
black ink and watercolor, and engraving - is her first
restrospective in Cleveland. Admission is free. Regular gallery
hours are Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, lO a.m. to 5:45 p.m.;
Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 9:45p.m.; Saturday, 9 am . to 4:45p.m.; and
Sunday,! p.m. to 4:45p.m. The exhibition is on display in Gallery
104. Call421-7340 for more information.

Back Beat: ARock and Roll Show, an exhibition of contemporary works by artists Christian Marclay, Joel Otterson and
Stephen Sprouse. is on display at the Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art through Sunday, Sept. 24. Works include Marclay's
'Mobius Loop,' a 20-foot- long sculpture made of cassettes and
nylon ties; Sprouse's Day-Gio silkscreen paintings; and Otterson's
retro rock 'n' roll bedroom. Admission is free. The Center is open
Wednesday through Friday,ll a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday,l2 to 5
p.m. Call421-8671 for more information.

Film
The Cleveland Museum of Art continues its tribute to the 50
greatest movies of all time this month with 100 Yea,-s of Magic:
War Stories. The films, wh1ch run every Sunday at 1:30 p.m.,
combine threecenturiesof civil and world wars, proving that war
is a universal human experience. Vgetsu (Japan), showing Sept.
17,revolvesaround two peasants who leave home to seek fame and
fortune during a 16th-century war m japan. A poe a lypse Now
(USA), a Vietnam war drama starring Martin Sheen and Marlon
Brando. runs Sept. 24. Admission for each film is $4. Call4217340 for more information.
Case Western Reserve University's Fil m Society Fall '95 presentsHigher-lear-ning. Sept 15at7p.m., 9:30p.m and midnight;
and Animal House,Sept.l6at7 and 9:30p.m. Allfilmsareshown
in Strosacker Audimrium . The purchase of a $1.50 membership
card entitles patrons to the reduced $2.50 ucket price. For adclitionalmformation,cali368-CINE.

Music
Belkin ?rocluctions and the Bud lee Concert Series present
Kornand Orange9MM,Sept 19at theOdeon. Kornis touring in
support of their elf-titled Epic debut, which features their offbeat style, especially on aggressive tracks such as 'Blind' and
'Daddy.· Openers. Orange 9MM, are supporting their debut
EastWest release, Driver Not Included and recently played at
Nauuca Stage during the 'Warped Tour.' Tickets are now on sale
at all Ticketmaster locations or call241-5555 to charge.
Play House Square Center presents Grammy-winning saxophone arust David Sauborn along with The Clevelandjazz
Orchestra, Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. in the State Theatre. Sanborn is
touring in support of his latest album, Pearls. which he recorded
wuh a 60-piece orchestra. He has made frequent appearances on
David Letterman's 'Late Night" talk show and has played with the
Rolling Stones, Paul Simon, Pink Floyd. Bruce Springsteen and
The Eagles. Tickets are now on sale for $25.75 at the Play House
Square Box Office. Call toll-free 1-800-766-6048 for more information.

Theatre
A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum
opens Friday. Sept.l5 and runs through Oct. 8 at the Beck Center
in Lakewood, with additional performances Sept. 24 and Oct. 5.
Curtain time Thursday through Saturday is 8 p.m .. while Sunday
performances begin at 2 p.m. Tickets are $12 for adults. Discounts
are available for students, seniors and children. Tickets can be
purchased at the box office, by mail or by phone. For more
information,call521-2540.
The Cleveland Play House presents Denver Center Theatre's
produwon of lt Ain't Nothin' but the Blues- The Roots of
Rock and Roll in the Drury Theatre through Sept 17 The show
features blues artistS who have been mduc.ted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, includmgJimmie Roclgers, B.B. Kmg. Hank
Williams, Bessie Smith and others. Special low prices mclude $21
for weekdays and matinees. Friday and Saturday evenings are$25.
For more information, call the Ticket Office at 795-7000

Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor
When I was 6 years old, one of
my goals mlife was to stay in the
lines when I colored. Not because
I wanted to, mind you, but I succumbed to kindergarten conformity. Deep down 1 really wanted
toletlooseandset my own boundaries, or forget them altogether.
Of course, there was this kid
who colored everywhere except
inside the lines. He did what I
couldn 't do, and although he wore
a dunce cap most of the time , I
thought he was the coolest.
Maybe that's why I was so attracted to Medicine's last CD, The
Buried Life. I found that kid in
guitarist/vocalist/ songwriter
Brad Laner, who won praises from
many a critic, and delighted in
confusing the hell out of anyone
I ucky enough to get it.
Imagine pure pop at its tastiest
fused with a frenzy of guitar feedback, and lilting vocals that are
almost hidden at times, yet keep
the marvelous madness afloat.
Songs such as "The Pink," and the
cleverly sculpted, yet spontaneous
stylings of "Babydoll" and "She
Knows Everything," are, quite simply,liberating.
On the group's latest CD. Her
Highness(American), things are a
whole lot less confusing. La ner has
toned down the feedback and general noise surrounding vocalist

Staff Reporter

On "The Simpsons" the other
night, Homer was described as ei ther a below-average human or a
brilliant beast. The program left
theq uestionopen-ended. ltseems
just as difficult to rate the Australian band, Silverchair - average
big-time band. or phenomenal
garage band?
Being such a young band (the
oldest member barely old enough
to drive in America)itreally is not
fair to expect some of the qualities
of a more mature band. Yet, a comparison is unavoidable.
Silverchair's debut CD,
Frogstomp. opens with "Israel's
Son ," wh1ch starts with a low bass
leading to a simple melody. The
song eventually erupts into a
crunching chorus. What grabs the
listener's attention is lead singer
Daniel johns' vocal talent. His vocals do not sound like the voice of
a teenager rapt in the throes of

TEL (216)295-5555

FAX(216) 295-5550
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INTERNATIONAL CHICKEN
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ROTISSERIE CHICKEN
3.99
4.99
15.91
7.99
24.H

IKN.ESS
1 piece DARK MEAL with 2 sides
1 piece WHITE MEAL with 2 sides
2 place MEAL with 2 sides
3 place MEAL with 2 sides
5 piece Dl,... with 2 Lg. sell
CHICKEN FINGERS(&) MEAL
with 2 sides
ALL WHITE MEAT add 1.00/pc.

2.81
8.49
4.91
5.11
11.11

4.19

CHOICE OF TERIYAKI, LEMON
a GARUC, HONEY MUSTARD
HAWAIIAN
QUARTER CHICKEN DARK AND MEAD 4.48
QUARTER CHICKEN MITE BREAD S..41
HALF CHICKEN MEAD
1.19
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WNS (8) a miiEAD
with 2 1lde dishes
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3.81
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LARGE CAESAR SALAD
W /GRILLED CHICKEN, TU'IA, OR CIICKEN SALAD

LARGE TOSSm GREEN SALAD

Jim Goodall (left), Beth Thompson and Brad Laner.
Beth Thompson's bittersweet delivery What was buried in the previous release reaches the surface
on thisone. Does that make it boring?Notatall. Her Highness. while
taking on an almost anti-Medicine
sentiment, smacks of focus , texture and sophistication.

"When all good things come attached by strings/ Don't bat an eye.
just fly." Thompson croons on the

opening track, and Laner joins her
forasavorydueton "Wash Me Out."
Seasoned drummer Jim Goodall
shines throughout, especially on
the tribal "Farther Down."
But one of the most pleasant
surprises on Her Highness is the
ultra-mellow "Candy, Candy," in
which Thompson's vocals sound
simply provocative over the celestial chords of an organ.

From high chairs to Silverchair
Andrew Schlegelmilch

IN I ERNATIONAL POULTRY CO. RESTAIIIANT

puberty. In fact, they have a very
Eddie Vedder-esquequality. To the
untrained ea r, the similarity is almost uncanny
Next on the list is the radio hit
"Tomorrow." If you are looking for
a "best song" on the album, this
would probablyqualify The basic
style is easy melody /hard chorus,
mixed with some fancy guitar
work and excellent vocals. This
song is a favorite because it allows
the listener to participate in the
music.
Generally, the more one can
sing along, quote the lyrics, or tap
a pencil with the beat, the more
likable and popular the song will
be. For instance, the vocals of "Tomorrow," the terminally rhyming
lyrics of "Shade," the crunching,
driving beat of "Undecided," and
theenergeticchorusof"Findaway"
let the listener do a little more with
the song than simply listen.
Another qual ityof Sil verchair's
music is its metal roots, which are

found in nearly every song, but
especially "PureMassacre,""Leave
Me Out" and the instrumental
"Madman."
Over a11 ,Silverchai r receives an
above-average rating. age and all.
This judgment, however, is based
almost exclusively on potential.
While the vocals stand out, Chris
joannou (bass) and Ben Gillies
(drums) both show potential.
With time, all these aspects (and
weak lyricism) should improve.
The songs on Frogstomp get a
little old near the middle and excruciating at the end. But after the
whole CD is heard a few more
times, the songs each begin to take
on a quality of their own and become more palatable.
Because of the band's early
start, there is a distinct possibility
that Frogstomp could launch sequels. We may have to wait though.
The latest news is that the drummer was grounded for breaking
curfew.
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JCU, Mount and 8-W look to resolve 1994's three-way OAC championship tie

new dog, old tricks
Jeffrey Kocian
Staff Reporter

Plots in Hollywood movies
tend to be recycled.Recycled plots
often are combined with other recycled plots to try to show some
form o[ originality.
Out m theatres now is a movie
that makes strange bedfellows of
these recycled plots. Imagtne
Dances With Wolves, The Fugitive
and Baby (The latter movie about
a baby brontosaurus that:S found
m the jungle). Put them all together
and out comes Last oft he Dog men
(Savoy Pictures)
The movie stars Tom Berenger
(Major League:, Sliver) as Lewis
Gates, a modern-day mountain
man who 1s hired to track three
convicts who have escaped mto
the mountains after their bus
crashed . (Sound famthar?)
Gates plunges intothesecluded
Oxbow region of the Rockies with
his dog, Zip. however, he fails to
discover the crimmals. The only
remnants he finds of them are a
scrap of clothing, a lot of blood
and an Indian arrow.
Sheriff Deegan (played by
Kurt"'-'00<1 Smith) doesn't believe
Gates' story, and that adds to the
resentment theshenff feels toward
Gates. At one point, Gates was
mamed to Deegansdaughter, who
died m an accident. Deegan's resentment becomes more important as the film contmues.
Gates, puzzled about the arrow,

drives three and a half hours to
talk to the area's Native American
expert, Dr. Lillian Sloan (Barbara
Hershey). She explains that the
arrow matches the type used by
the Cheyenne warriors, otherwise
known as Dogmen.
One problem- the Cheyenne
were wiped out by U.S. troops in
1864. Sloan explains that a small
group of Cheyenne Dogmen escaped into the mountains, the
same mountains where the three
convicts vanished. Thts information spurs Gates and Sloan on a
trip deep into the mountains to
find out if the Cheyenne Dogmen
survived.
Lasrofthe Dogmen was written
and directed by Tab Murphy
whose other credits include cowriting GoriLlas in the Mist, for
whtch he received an Oscarnominatlon. According to the production booklet, Murphy grew up in
Olympia, Wash., and spent time
as a student in forestry management. Maybe this background gave
him the insight needed to capture
the Rockies on film; the movie is
visually stunning.
The romance of the Cheyenne
way of life shines through in this
film. The pristine existence is surprisingly appealing even in this
day and age. Credit the skill of the
dtrector In making living outside
year-round, hunting all your food,
and making your own clothes
sound inviting.
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''B-g Three" to battle for OAC crown, again

Last of the Dogmen:
,

SPORTS
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

At the Ohio Athletic
Conference's Football Media Day
in August, the coaches from the
OACs "Big Three", Mount Union,
John Carroll and BaldwinWallace, said all the right things.
"Every game is like a playoff
game for us," John Carroll Coach
Tony DeCarlo said.
"I think it'sgoing to be verydif-

Sports analysis

Copyr1ght lMS:.tvoyP'ictures

Tom Berenger stars as rugged bounty hunter, Lewis Gates, who teams up with Dr. Lillian Sloan,.
played by Barbara Hershey, in Savoy Pictures The Last of the Dogmen, a contemporary romanticadventure film directed by Tab Murphy.
Another strong point of the
film is its portrayal of Native
A mericans. They are not just seen
as "the noble savages." They are

portrayed asprotectivepeoplewho
distrust outsiders. This representation is understandable if one considerswhytheybecame isolatedin

the first place. Last oft he Dogmen
was nota movie I would have gone
out<;>f my way to see, but !enjoyed
it and recommend it.

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum

is now open for business
Regular hours: 10 a.m to 5:30pm. Sunday and Tuesday through Saturday, with
extended hours until9 p.m. Wednesday. Closed Mondays.Tickets: Adults (12-55),
$10.90; Students (4-11) and Seniors (55+), $7.65

ficult to rank the teams this year.
There're definitely going to be
some upsets," larry Kehres of
Mount Union said.
Baldwin-Wallace's
Bob
Packard added, "Our players know
the OAC We have to buckle our
chin straps each and every week
or get our butts knocked off."
After sorting through the clichesof therespectivecoaches,one
fact remains: Mount Union, john
Carroll and Baldwin-Wallace
were the best teams in the conference last year, and will be again in
1995. While the other seven
schools of the conference have
improved, they're not yet at the
levelof]CU,Mount ,orB-W. However,a few of them may be capable
of competing with the OAC elite
for at least one week. Here's a look
at all10of theOAC teams in their
projected order of finish.
Mount Uoioa enters the 1995
season as the winningest Division

Ill program of the 90's (54-5-l/
.908). Its not by accident. Coach
Kehres has instilled confidence
and swagger in his players that
makes them accept only a perfect
season. Last year under freshman
quarterback Bill Borchert, the
Purple Raiders
weren't perfect
but still advanced to the Division Ill National playoffs.
They beat Allegheny 28-19 in
the first round
but lost in round
two to eventual
National Champion,Albion,3433. Borchert was
brilliant all year,
throwing for
2,343 yards and
an NCAA freshmen
record 26 touchdowns.
He threw just six interceptions. Mount returns nine playersonoffenseincluding their leading rushers from 1994, Eric Brock
and Andre Martin. The defense
concerns Kehres, but defensive
tackle Matt Liggett and safety
Mike Makhesky are among the
best in the conference at their positions. A return trip to the playoffs is probable.
Interestingly, a three-point loss
to Mount Union last year kept
john Carroll out of the playo£fs.
This year, the Blue Streaks don't
want to depend on a barely com-

petent NCAA committee to get in
the playoffs. They want wdo it on
their own, which means they need
to go lQ-0. The quest started off
well last week at Oh10 Wesleyan
with a 28-13 victory. But a wrench
was thrown into their plans when

fifthyear
senior
starting
quarterback
jeff
Behrman
went down with a
broken ankle. The task now falls
to first-year quarterback Nick
Caserio, red-shined last season.
Don't panic yet. Caserio made a
run at thestaningjobduring training camp and relieved Behrman
last week , completing 19 of 27
passes for 263 yards and three
touchdowns. He also rushed for
46 yards, including a 24 yard
touchdown run. There's a quiet
confidence among the coaches
that Caserio can lead the team effectively.

The rest of the offense is solid. backer Dean Lamirand who reSeniors Dan Winterich and Tim turns from a broken arm suffered
Niemiec, junior Dave Davis and last year against Mount Union.
transfer Nick Petty, will gtve op- The defensive backfield could
ponents' defensive backs prob- make or break the season for the
lems. Senior tightendjason Tercek Blue Streaks as Damon Mintz is
will be one of the league's best. the lone returnee from 1994.
Quick Quiz: Who was john
The date to circle for this team
Carroll's second leadmg receiver 1s September 30th in Alliance.
last year? Give up? It was junior There they will play Mount Umon
tailback Carmen !lacqua. His pass where the Purple Raiders have lost
receiving out of the backfield f rus- only once to an OAC team since
trated defenses all season. Last 1984 (23-10 vs. Baldwin-Wallace
week he had nine catches for 141 last year). If JCU wins there, the
yards. TwoyearsagoChad Rankin team's first playoff appearance
won the OAC rushing title. Last since 1989could be within reach.
year he was hurt much of the first
The playoffs were more than
half of the season but finished within reach for Baldwiostrong. A healthyRankingivesan Wallace.last season. They were
already-strong offense another 9-0 and hostingJohn Carroll in a
weapon. The team is stacked at stadium the Bl ueStreaks had never
fullback with Jeff Long, Dave wonin. WhatfollowedwasahumMortland andJeffKadlub. Chris bling 9-0 loss and elimination
Corrigan, Jim Rosko and Lou from postseason contention. The
VitantonioanchortheBlueStreak motivation for this year is obvioffensive line.
ous. Play back tothesituation they
Graduation partially gutted were in last year, come to Wasmer
the Legion of Doom defense, but Field in Week 10 and knock off
don't expect a dropoff. Lineback- the Blue Streaks, hopefully from
ers Greg Preisel, Scott O'Donnell, the playoffs. However, the Yellow
Chris Anderson and Dave Jackets' plans were thwarted
Caldwell comprise the best somewhat last week in a 6-3 loss
linebacking corps in the confer- to Wisconsin-Whitewater. Reence. And don't forget junior li nesee PREVIEW, pa1e 13

From the Gut_
---

Carroll students hop on
Tribe's coattail
Loeser

to lose. I cringed at the thought of
the Pirates in the World Series. It
I looked at my friend. Andy. a could be Just ooe lll(ft rbJni i«
bit stunned by hIs response.
"thosepeople•rocheerabout TheY
"You're really excited about didn't deserve this. Heck, they
this?" I asked.
didn't even sell out thetr playoff
"Yeah, this is great," he said. "I games. U I couldn't see a winner,
can't believe this has happened in then no one should.
Cleveland."
Fransico Cabrerra of the AtNeither can I.
lanta Braves answered my prayers.
His two-out, pinch-hit ended
twomonthsof agonyandgavethe
Braves the National League Championship Series, while knocking
the Bucks from the playoffs. Say
Andy, a life long Pittsburgh "Cabrerra" to any native of the
resident, was excited that my 'Burg and watch their face. Pain.
Cleveland Indians have clinched
Now it's my turn. The wait is
theAmerican League's Central Di- . over How about our outheld of
vision, assuring the team a spot in Albert Belle, Kenny Lofton and
Manny Ramirez; the jake,
the playoffs.
"Forty-one years is a long time America's best ballpark; late innot to go to the big dance," he re- ning home runs; and Jose Mesa,
minded me, as he slipped on his the Tribe's record-breaking dosez:
new fitted Tribe cap. "It is defi- Cleveland is playing baseball in
nitely worth the wait," he said, October, what a feeling.
bringing the Indians 1954
Now it's the Pirate fans who
are looking from the oulSide in at
postseason appearance to mind.
I thought back to 1992 when us.
But, they're doing it to me again.
Andy and I met. All he and his
friends talked about was the Pi- They won't let me enjoy this.
Now, these people wear Tribe
rates; their great outfield of Barry
Bonds, Andy Van Slykeand Bobby gear, watch games on TV and flock
Bonilla, "the Buco's," the Iron City to Jacobs Field. They are happy
and pitcher Doug Drabek Playoff we are doing well. Is there any
fever had caught Carroll. Pirate justice? Can't you people let me
enjoythisthewaylenjoyedwatchfans never failed to remind me.
It pained me to listen to them ing you lose? What happened to
talk. All around cam pus, Pir,ate the great Cleveland-Pittsburgh riflags hung out of dorm windows. valry?
Carroll had turned Black-and"This town deserves this, you've
Gold. The Pirates were in the play- suffered enough,"a Pittsburgh resioffs -playing baseball in October dent will say now.
Could it be, the Wahoos in the
-while the Tribe was beginning
its winter vacation, again.
playoffs? Clevelanders and those
Life was not fair. Anyone bur from Pittsburgh in perfect harmony, rooting for the same sports
Pittsburgh.
Andy and his buddies turned team? Tribe flags now hang from
Dolan basement into "Pirate's dorm windows, even Andy's.
Cove," and held "Pirate Parties"
Is all good in the world? I supduring the playoffs. I always made pose it is.
sure 1 was busy.
Until the Browns play the
I never prayed harder for a team Steelers.
Staff Reporter

•
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JC4 Mount and B-W look to resolve 1994's three-way OAC championship tie

· new dog, old tricks
Jeffrey Kocian
Staff Reporter

Plots in Hollywood movies
tend to be recycled. Recycled plots
often are combined with other recycled plots to try lO show some
form of originality
Out m theatres now is a mov1e
that makes strange bedfellows of
these recycled plots. lmagtne

DancesWith Wolves, The Fugitive
and Baby (The latter movie about
a baby brontosaurus that's found
in the jungle} Put them all together
and out comes Last of the Dogmen
{Savoy Pictures).
The movie sta rs Tom Berenger
(MaJOr League, Sliver) as lewis
Gates, a modern-day mountain
man who ts h•red to track three
convicts who have escaped into
the mountains after their bus
crashed. (Sound famd•ar?)
Gates plunges into the secluded
Oxbow region of the Rockies with
h1s dog, Z1p; however, he fails to
discover the criminals. The only
remnants he finds of them are a
scrap of clothing, a lot of blood
and an Indian arrow
Sheriff Deegan (played by
Kurtwood Smith) doesn't believe
Gates' story, and that adds to the
resentment the sheriff feels toward
Gates. At one point, Gates was
marned to Deegan'sdaughter, who
died m an accident. Deegan's resentment becomes more important as the film continues.
Gates, puzzled about the arrow,

drives three and a half hours to
talk to the area's Native American
expert, Dr. Lilhan Sloan (Barbara
Hershey). She explains that the
arrow matches the type used by
theCheyennewarnors,otherwise
known as Dogmen.
One problem - the Cheyenne
were wiped out by U.S. troops in
1864. Sloan explains that a small
group of Cheyenne Dogmen escaped into the mountains, the
same mountams where the three
convicts vanished . This information spurs Gates and Sloan on a
trip deep into the mountains to
find out if the Cheyenne Dogmen
survived .
Last ofthe Dogmen was written
and directed by Tab Murphy
whose other credits include cowriting Gorillas in the Mist, for
which he received an Oscar nomination . According to the production booklet, Murphy grew up in
Olympia, Wash., and spen t time
as a student in forestry management. Maybe this background gave
him the insight needed to capture
the Rockies on film; the movie is
v1sually stunning.
The romance of the Cheyenne
way of life shines through in this
film The pristine existence is surprisingly appealing even in this
day and age. Credit the skill of the
director in making living outside
year· round, h untingall your food ,
and making your own clothes
sound inviting.
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''Big Three" to battle for OAC crown, again

Last of the Dogmen:
•
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

At the Ohio Athletic
Conference's Football Media Day
in August, the coaches from the
OACs "Big Three", Mount Union,
john Carroll and BaldwinWallace, said all the right things.
"Every game is like a playoff
game for us," John Carroll Coach
Tony DeCarlo said.
"I think it's going to be verydif·

Sports analysis

Copyrtgtu19'1nSavoy Plctu.res

Tom Berenger stars as rugged bounty hunter, Lewis Gates, who teams up with Dr. Lillian Sloah, .
played by Barbara Hershey, in Savoy Pictures The Last of the Dogmen, a contemporary romantiC·
adventure film directed by Tab Murphy.
Another strong point of the
film is its portrayal of Native
A mericans. They are not just seen
as "the noble savages." They are

portrayedasprotectivepeoplewho
distrust o utsiders. This representation is understandable if one considerswhytheybecameisolatedin

the first place. Last oft he Dog men
was not a movie I would have gone
out Qf my way to see, but l enjoyed
it and recommend it.

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum

is now open for business
Regular hours: 10 a.m. to 5:30p.m. Sunday and Tuesday through Saturday, with
extended hours until 9 p.m. Wednesday. Closed Mondays.Tickets: Adults (12-55),
$10.90; Students (4-11) and Seniors (55+), $7.65

ficult to rank the teams this year.
There're definitely going to be
some upsets," larry Kehres of
Mount Union said.
Baldwin-Wallace's
Bob
Packard added,"Our players know
the OAC We have to buckle our
chin straps each and every week
or get our butts knocked off.•
After sorting through the clichesof the respective coaches,one
fact remains: Mount Union,John
Carroll and Baldwin- Wallace
were the best teams in the conference last year, and will be again in
1995. While the other seven
schools of the conference have
improved, they're not yet at the
levelofjCU,Mount,orB·W However, a few of them may be capable
of competing with the OAC elite
for at least one week. Here's a look
at alllOof the OAC teams in their
projected order of finish.
Mount Unioa enters the 1995
season as the winningest Division

lll program of the 90's (54·5·1/
.908). Its not by accident. Coach
Kehres has instilled confidence
and swagger in his players that
makes them accept only a perfect
season. Last year under freshman
quarterback Bill Borchert, the
Pu rple Raiders
weren't perfect
but still advanced lO the Division Ill National playoffs.
They beat Allegheny 28-19 in
the first round
but lost in round
two to eventual
National Champion, Albion, 3431 Borchert was
brilliant all year,
throwing
for
2,343 yards and
an NCAA freshmen
record 26 touchdowns.
He threw just six interceptions. Mount returns nineplayersonoffense including their leading rushers from 1994, Eric Brock
and Andre Martin. The defense
concerns Kehres, but defensive
tackle Matt Liggett and safety
Mike Malchesky are among the
best in the conference at their positions. A return trip to the playoff s is probable.
lnteresti ngly, a three-point loss
to Mount Union last year kept
john Carroll out of the playoffs.
This year, the Blue Streaks don't
want to depend on a barely com-

petent NCAA committee to get in
the playoffs. Theywanttodoiton
their own ,which means they need
to go 10-0. The quest started off
well last week at Ohio Wesleyan
with a 28-13victory. But a wrench
was thrown into their plans when

fifthyear
senior
starting
quarterback
jeff
Behrman
went down with a
broken ankle. The task now falls
to first-year quarterback Nick
Caserio, red-shined last season.
Don't panic yet. Caserio made a
run at the startingjobd uri ng training camp and relieved Behrman
last week, completing 19 of 27
passes for 263 yards and three
touchdowns. He also rushed for
46 yards, including a 24 yard
touchdown run. There's a quiet
confidence among the coaches
that Case rio can lead the team effectively.

The rest of the offense is solid. backer Dean Lamirand whoreSeniors Dan Winterich and Tim turns from a broken arm suffered
Niemiec, junior Dave Davis and last year against Mount Union.
transfer ick Petty, will give op- The defensive backfield could
ponents' defensive backs prob- make or break the season for the
lems. Seniortightendjason Tercek Blue Streaks as Damon Mintz is
will be one of the league's best. the lone returnee from 1994
Quick Quiz: Who was john
The date to circle for this team
Carroll's second leading receiver is September 30th in Alliance.
last year? Give up? It was junior There they will play Mount Union
tailback Carmen llacqua. His pass where the Purple Raiders have lost
receiving out of the backfield frus· only once to an OAC team since
trated defenses all season. Last 1984 (23·10 vs. Baldwin-Wallace
week he had nine catches for 141 last year). lf JCU wins there, the
yards. TwoyearsagoChad Rankin team's first playoff appearance
won the OAC rushing title. Last since 1989could be within reach.
year he was hurt much of the first
The playoffs were more than
half of the season but fi nished within reach for Baldwin~
strong. AhealthyRankingivesan Wallace last season. They were
already-s trong offense another 9-0 and hosting john Carroll in a
weapon. The team is stacked at stadiumtheBlueStreakshadnever
fullback w ith Jeff long, Dave won in. WhatfollowedwasahumMortland and jeff Kadlub. Chris bling 9-0 loss and elimination
Corrigan, Jim Rosko and lou from postseason contention. The
Vitantonioanchor the Blue Streak motivation for this year is obvioffensive line.
ous. Play back to the situation they
Graduation partially gutted were in last year, come to Wasmer
the Legion of Doom defense, 't>ut Field in Week 10 and knock off
don't expect a d ropoff. L! neback • the Blue Streaks, hopefully from
ers Greg Preisel, Scott O'Donnell, the playoffs. However, the Yellow
Chris Anderson and Dave Jackets' plans were thwarted
Caldwell co mpr ise the best somewhat Last week in a 6-3 loss
linebacking corps in the confer- to Wisconsin-Whitewater. Reence. And don'tforget junior lineaee PREVIEW, paae 13

From the Gut-

Carroll students hop on
Tribe's coattail
Loeser
Staff Reporter

•

lloalred at my friend, Andy, a
bit stunned by his response.
"You're really excited about
this?" I asked.
"Yeah, this is great," he said. "I
can't believe this has happened in
Cleveland."
Neither can I.
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to lose. I cringed at the thought of
the Pirates in the World Series. lt
couJd be jusl ooe IDOie dUna lor

"those peopie•tocheerabout They

didn't deserve this. Heck, they
didn 't even sell out thetr playt>ff
games. If I couldn't see a winner,
then no one should.
Fransico Cabrerra of the At·
lama Braves answered my prayers.
His t\\>Q"Out, pinch-hit ended
twomonthsof agonyandgavethe
BravestheNationalLeagueChampionship Series, while knocking
the Bucks from the playoffs. Say
Andy, a life long Pittsburgh "Cabrerra• to any native of the
resident, was excited that rn y 'Burg and watch theirface. Pain.
Now it's my turn. The wait is
Cleveland Indians have clinched
the American League'sCentral Di· . over. How about our outfield of
vision, assuring the team a spot in Albert Belle, Kenny Lofton and
Manny Ramirez; the jake,
the playoffs.
"Forty-one years is a long time America's best ballpark; late innot to go to the big dance," he re- ning home runs; and Jose Mesa,
minded me, as he slipped on his the Tribe's record-breaking closer.
new fitted Tribe cap. "It is defi· Cleveland is playing baseball in
nitely worth the wait," he said, October, what a feeling.
Now it's the Pirate fans who
bringing the Indians 1954
are looking from the outside in at
postseason appearance to mind .
I thought back to 1992 when us.
But, they're doing it tome again.
Andy and I met. All he and his
friends talked about was the Pi- They won't let me enjoy this.
Now, these people wear Tribe
rates; their great outfield of Barry
Bonds,AndyVanSlykeandBobby gear,watchgamesonTVandflock
Bonilla, "the Buco's," the lron City to jacobs Field. They are happy
and pitcher Doug Drabek. Playoff we are doing well. Is there any
fever had caught Carroll. Pirate justice? Can't you people let me
fans never failed to remind me.
enpythtsthewaylenjoyedwatch·
It pained me to listen to them ing you lose? What happened to
talk. All around campus, Pir;ne the great Cleveland-Pittsburgh ri·
flags hung out of dorm windows. valry?
"This town deserves this, you've
Carroll had turned Black-andGold. The Ptrates were in the play- suffered enough," a Pittsburgh resioffs- playing baseball in October dent will say now.
Could it be, the Wahoos in the
-while the Tribe was beginning
playoffs? Clevelanders and those
its winter vacation, again.
life was not fair. Anyone but from Pittsburgh in perfect harmony, rooting for the same sports
Pittsburgh.
Andy and his buddies turned team? Tribe flags now hang from
Dolan basement into "Pirate's dorm windows, even Andy's.
Cove," and held "Pirate Parties"
Is all good in the world? I supduringtheplayoffs.Ialwaysmade pose it is.
sure I was busy.
Until the Browns play the
lneverprayedharderforateam Steelers.
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Ebinger's aches end her season Cross country packs it
in at Walsh Invitational

Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

It would be bad enough trying to replace two starters (rom
a team that went to the Final
Eight in the NCAA playoffs.
Now, Head Coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht must find a replacement for senior captain Dawn
Ebinger. Ebinger, a three-year
letterwinner, left the team
Monday evening.
"Dawn has been in a lot of
pain,especiallywith her knees,
said Weitbrecht, who had to
find replacements [or five seniors who graduated, two being four year starters. "She will
stay on with us as an assistant
to the coaches. Her insight and
leadership will continue to be
assets to our team."
An Academic All Ohio Athletic Conference pick last year,
Ebinger was a staple for the
young Streaks. In 1994, Ebinger
(I09)wassecond tojuniorKaty

Perrone (lll) in games played. roll in the fmals of this same
During the oH -season, Ebinger tournament That loss was rewas in charge of all work-outsand garded by many as the Streaks
conditioning sessions smce wake-up call, as they were able
coaches are unable to participate to overcome injury and incondue to NCAA regulations.
sistency in making the NCAA
"By playing hun, I wasn't help- playoffs. And guess who the
ing the team," said Ebinger. "I was Streaks [aced in the first round?
taking pain killers, but it just None other than Bluffton, who
wasn't enough. It was a rough de- watched the Blue Streaks discision, but it was one that I had to mantle them 15-8,19-17 and 15make."
8. That win gave Weitbrecht
The Blue Streaks (4-6) split six her 300th career victory.
matches this weekend at the
The Streaks could face
Elmhurst College Invitational. Bluffton again thts weekend at
One of those wins came against the Baldwin-Wallace College
perennial power, Bluffton, 10-15, Invitational.
15-6 and 15-7.
League Leaders: Lori
No Bluffing:
Coach Hammer and Katy Perrone are
Weitbrecht said, "I will try differ- among the league leaders in the
ent players in Ebinger's spot, but Ohio Athletic Conference.
the starting line-up is still uncer- Hammer, a sophomore, ranks
tam."
first in digs per game with 3.91 ,
Why is Bluffton so important? including 69 this weekend.
They have become one of JCU's Perrone, a junior captain, is sevbiggest rivals, dating back co last enth in kills per game with a
season, when Bluffton beat Car- 2.77 clip.

Jude Kllly
Sports Editor

If you haven'tseen across country team with a "packed" house,
then you didn't see john Carroll's
men's team in North Canton, Ohio
at the Walsh Invitational on Saturday.
Despite the men's fourth place
finish, the Blue Streak runners all
finished within a minute and five
seconds of one another. They did
what Head Coach Don Stupica
encourages; they "packed." Packing, the running term which refers tomem bersof a team running
withinaclosespanof time, is what
the Streaks desire, according to
Stu pica.
"You try to get all the kids to
run at the same time," Stupica explained. "That speaks well."
junior Dave Frattare led the
Blue Streaks on Saturday, finishing 20th at a 28:01 clip. Freshman
James Van Dress (21st; 28:02),
sophomore Mike Garbera (27th;
28:47), sophomore Jeremy Esteves
(29th; 29:03) and freshman Andrew Young (31st; 29:04) rounded
out the Streaks' effort at Walsh.
"I'm very pleased with what
went on," said Stu pica of the performance. "It gives us a picture at

Women's soccer struggles with injuries
Jonathan Kaae

senior forward Thea Consler, the
second leading scorer among active Blue Streak players,satout part
of the second half due to illness.
All of these injuries added up
to an unfamiliar line-up for JCU,
with players out of their usual positions.
"The biggest problem was that
so many people were missing
[from the line-up]," recalled defender Sue Prise.
"We're already such a small
team [numbers·wiseL" Prise said,
"that it hurts when one person is
our, let alone four."
With the shuffled line-up, the
Blue Streaks could barely muster
an offensive attack, and they
trailed 2-0 at halftime.
"We couldn't get anything going offensively because we were
working so hard defensively," said
Prise."Basically, we resorted to trying to defend our goal."
However, in the second half,

Assistant Sports Editor

The john Carroll University
women's soccer team fought an
uphill battle last Saturday as the
injury bug depleted Carroll's numbers and aided Geneva College's
4-0 defeat of the Streaks.
The Blue Streaks (1-2) were already
without
freshman
midfielder jeni Sunderhaus, who
missed thegameinordertoattend
a wedding, and stopper Danielle
LaCour, who was experiencing
tendonitis in her Achilles tendon.
Things only got worse for the
Streaks once the game started.
Juniormidfielder Annie Klekamp
injured her knee in the second half
during the tackle of a loose ball.
According to women's soccer
Trainer, Megan Mazzei, Klekamp
sprained her right medial collateral ligament and is out indefinitely. She awaits word from the
doctor on further diagnosis. Also,
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Some guys have no luck at all.
After waiting the last four years for his opportunity to lead the john
Carroll football team, Jeff Behrman finally got his opportunity this
year as the team's starting quarterback It didn't last long. Thirteen
plays into last week's opener at Ohio Wesleyan, Behrman broke his
ankle. He will miss the rest of the season. Berhman underwent surgery
on Monday and will be ina cast the next fourtosix weeks, according to
HeadTrainerDonMcPhillips. HeadCoachTonyDeCarlosaidBehrman
will be missed.
"Jeff's a great kid,"DeCarloS<\id. "The guypurs in four years to get the
top spot, and then to go down like that. Your heart really goes out to
him."
Enter first year quarterback Nick Case rio, who replaced Behrman in
Saturday's game. He led the Blue Streaks to a 28-13 victory while
completing 19of 27 passes for 2<?3 yards and three touchdowns. Caserio
credited his teammates and Offensive Coordinator joe Perella. "1 have
great players around me," Caserio said. "I'm no more important than
anyone else. And [in Coach Perella's offense] when you execute, it [the
offense] can't be stopped."
DeCarlo is confident that Caseriocan lead the team to another Ohio
Athletic Conference championship.
"He's got a great head on his shoulders and he knows the offense,"
DeCarlo said. "There's never a day that goes by when he doesn't do
anything football related. We're fortunate to have a guy like Nick.'
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JCU tried to play more aggressive
offensively. According to Prise,
Carroll pulled the sweeper and
went with only three defenders,
instead of the usual four. "I think
(their last) two goals were scored
then," she said. "We all switched
positions. We weren't used to the
spots we were in."
The outlook for yesterday's
game against the College of
Wooster was questionable before
starting time. Klekamp and
LaCour continued nursing their
injuries, while forward Molly
Burke and goalkeeper Angela
Rochowiak remained on campus
to take a test. The line-up shuffle
continued.
"We don't know who will be
playing what," Prise said. "We [dol
know it will be difficull They're
usually a tough team."
The Blue Streaks host Ohio
Northern in their home and Ohio
Athletic Conference opener on
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. on Wasmer
Field. They face Mount Union on
the road, again, on Wednesday,
September 20.
"One of our big problems so far
is that we haven't relaxed and gotten into the game," said Prise.
"Hopefully we'll beabletodothat."

what we have to look forward to."
Frattare, who said he takes a
more laid back approach during
the week as compared to his mind
set on racing day, said he thinks
the men can finish higher up th is
season than last year.
The men's team isn't the only
team in University Heights that's
showing progress. Senior Tish
Kanaga raced to second-place
honors for the women's cross
country team at Walsh, finishing
in 19:39. Teammate Amy Fenske
finished in the top 10 runners at
Walsh,justasshedidatCase Western Reserve's Invitational last
weekend, finishing fourth overall
in 19:57. Christine Forgenie 04th;
21:34), sophomore Penny Roxas
05th; 21:35) and senior Melissa
Win her ry(26th;23:ll) all finished
in the top 30 in the women's race.
'Our times carne down a lot
[from last year's Walsh meet],'
Kanaga said. She attributed the
decrease to running more and
gaining more experience.
Coach Grove jewett confirmed
Kanaga's assessment of the decrease in times. The women went
on to fin ish third out of fourteams
at Walsh. Both teams race at
Heidelberg on Sunday
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Soccer shutout by Kenyon
Men fall again to top-notch regional team
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

Although the john Carroll University men's soccer team dropped
three games to teams regularly
ranked tops in
Division Ill , the
lessons they "IJI/. 1
learned on their
rre
four-game road
trip will pay off
when it comes
time for conference play.
Last Saturday, the Blue
Streaks fell 3-0
to the Kenyon
i..ords in Gam bier,Ohio,leavingthem with a 1-3
o:verall record.
The Blue Streaks hoped ,
through ball possession, to generate a lot of shots on goal, to try to
score first and then concentrate
on playing solid defense, but according to sophomore goalkeeper
Grant Mast they abandoned that
early.
"We did not stick to much o£

our game plan," Mast said. "We did
not get into it mentally. We let
them run over us, and we weren't
talking."
Although the Streaks trailed 10 at halftime,
they were playingwelland were
0
still alive in the
game, but they
lost focus in the
second half, Assistant Coach
Bob Straub said.
"We lacked a
lor of intensity
with the ball and
Bob Straub
without
the
ball," Straub said.
"1 think our defense in the box left
a lot to be desired. We weren't attacking the ball."
Senior fullback Erik Chiprich
said that the Streaks have not put
it all together yet; and four straight
road games have been a factor.
"Psychologically, that had
something to do with it,"Chiprich
said. "I think we have some work
to do, but conference games are

'"ed a J t
,acnl
of Intensity with
the ball and
without the ball.,

starting. That's whereourfocus is.·
The Streaks open theOhioAthleticConference regular season on
the road against Ohio orthern
this Saturday.
One of the reasons the Streaks
are playing sue h a strong non-con ference schedule is because the
NCAA selection committee has
repeatedly cited a weak schedule
in denying theSrreaksa bid to the
National tournament From 19911993, the Streaks won over 45
games and the OAC regular season title three years ina row. However, each year they were passed
over fort he tournament in favor of
teams that played a stronger
schedule, Straub said.
"They lookatstrengthof schedule," Straub said. "Even if you lose,
you have to play tough teams."
Theteamisalsobenerprepared
(or the rigors of OAC play because
of its non-conference schedule,
Mast said. 'We're definitely in the
race and we just have to put it together," Mast said. "We expect to
havetheOACchampionshipback.
We aI most demand it of ourselves."
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PREVIEW: The battle continues for OAC championship
continued from page 11
turning running backs Pete Pruitt
and Tyrone Price highlight the offense, which should again be potent. However, receiver will be a
question mark,as will sophomore
QB Mark Vass, who set a school
record for completions last week,
but 1s mistake prone. Linebackers
Tom Farkas, Pat McDowell and
Tony Oden lead a defense which
led the conference in that category
a year ago. They'll need to do it
again to get the Yellow jackets into
the playoffs.
That's a look at the teams who
will battle for the championship.
Now, here's a glance at the other
teams.
Ohio Northern receiver
La Vant King may be theOAC's top
offensive player, but the Polar Bear
defense ranked ninth in the conference last year. That will keep
them from contending, but they
could upset a top team that overlooks them.
A ream always overlooked is
Heidelberg, which is 13-5 in the
OAC the last two years. However,
all five losses have come to the
"Big Three." Star quarterback jim
Newland graduated as did receiver
Bob Boes. Wideout jason Hunt

returns and he averaged 18.3 yards improvement towards last season's
per play a year ago. The defense end and returns most of its playranked fourth in the conference ers. The Fighting Muskies won't
but has just three starters coming pull off any major upsets but can
back. However, another winning beat some of the lower-end teams
season isn't out of the question for in the conference. Four wins are
possible.
the Student Princes.
Roger Welsh sat on the NCAA
Gene Epley took over a bad
Marietta team in 1991 as they committee that excluded john
went 0-10 . The Pioneers have Carroll from last year's playoffs.
steadily improved since t nan
finished last year 5-5. With 41 re- the 1995 Capital Crusaders. His
turning lettermen, including defense ranked last in 1994 as they
quarterback Aaron Conte and were outscored 147-19 by Mount,
1,000-yard rusher Curt Weikart, JCU and B-W Most of his players
the Pioneers have a shot at a win- return, but that's not necessarily a
good thing. They won two games
ning OAC record.
The cam pus of Hiram College last year and will likely do the
has been looking forward to the same this year.
Wally Hood, Otterbein's first
season, but their optimism may
be stilted by a quarterback who year head coach, told the particishows a preference for throwing pants of Media Day, that "the preto the other team. Dam ion Creel mium in the offseason is on losing
threw 17 interceptions last year weight." He wasn't talking about
compared toonly six touchdowns. his own, but his teams'. That tells
Linebackers Rafiq Vaughn and you all you need to know about
Eric Johnson highlight a solid de- this year's Cardinal team. They
fense, but a lackluster offense will were 0-10 in '94 and will make a
keep the Terriers from a winning spirited run at repeating the feat
this season.
year, in 1995.
Note: john Carroll begins OAC
Muskingum's problems are
similartoHiram's. Lastyearquar- playatMariettathisweekend. The
terback Bubba Kidwell tossed six Pione:ers have lost to the Streaks
touchdowns but also threw 14 in- the past two years (19-13 in 1993
terceptions. The defense showed and 21-14 in 1994).

Ruby Tuesday
Restaurant
Great Jobs!
Good Times!
We are currently seeking fun, outgoing people to join our seNice team. We offer a great work
atmosphere, steady employment, flexible schedules and day-one benfits.
We are accepting applications for the following positions:

Host
Waitstaff

Cooks
'
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Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325 Chagrin Blvd. in Pavilion Center • Phone 464-2700

Senior forward Jozsi Jalics (pictured prior to the 1995 season),
currently sidelined with a knee injury, was part of two Ohio
Athletic Conference regular-season championship teams in
1992 and '93. He is among active leaders on the 1995 team in
points per game in a career. His status Is day-to.<Jay.
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Presa1tec:l tly Kiosk Travel k1temBtklnal
0-ast yeet organzed the South PEDe trip)
lnfonnatlon Meeting
Wednesday,

5eptember20,1995
8:30PM
ALL CLASSES WELCOME

Look for sign In atr111Tl for room location
C811216-642-9300 for more Information
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Prices

Wild 60's & 70's Items
Dormabilia
Star Wars
Classic Novelties
Cool T-shirts & Postcards
Pop Culture & Nostalgia Galore

""'""'""'""'We Buy Old Toys ~""'
1827 Coventry Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
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$2.00 OFF
Any Cool T-Shirt
Offer Valid only with coupon.
Limit one per customer.
Offer expires 10110/95.
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Ebinger·s aches end her season Cross country packs it
in at Walsh Invitational

Randy Loeser

Per rone (111) m games played.
Staff Reporter
During the off -season, Ebinger
It would be bad enough rry- was in charge of all work-outsand
i ng to replace two starters from conditionmg sesswns since
a team that went to the Final coaches are unable to participate
Eight in the NCAA playoffs.
due to NCAA regulations.
Now, Head Coach Gretchen
"By playing hurt, I wasn't helpWeitbrecht must find a replace- ing the team," said Ebinger. "I was
ment for senior captain Dawn taking pain killers, but it just
Ebinger. Ebinger, a three-year wasn't enough. It was a tough deletterwinner, left the team cision, but it was one that 1 had to
Monday evening.
make."
"Dawn has been in a lot of
The Blue Streaks ( +6) split six
pain,especiallywith her knees, matches this weekend at the
said Weitbrecht, who had to Elmhurst College Invitational.
find replacements for five se- One of those wms came against
niors who graduated, two be- perennial power, Bluffton, 10-15,
ing four year starters. "She wi II 15-6 and 15-7.
stay on with us as an assistant
No Bluffing:
Coach
to the coaches. Her insight and Weitbrecht said, "I wi II try differleadership will connnue to be ent players in Ebinger's spot, but
assets to our team ."
the starring line-up is still uncerAn Academic All Ohio Ath - tam."
letic Conference pick last year,
Why is Bluffton so important?
Ebinger was a sta pie for the
They have become one of JCU's
youngStreaks.lnl994,Ebinger biggest rivals, dating back to last
(109)wassecond tojuniorl<aty season, when Bluffton beat Car-

roll m the finals of thts same
tou rna ment. That loss was regarded by many as the Streaks
wa ke- up call , as they were able
to overcome injury and incon sistency in making the NCAA
playoffs. And guess who the
Streaks faced in the first round7
None other than Bluffton, who
watched the Blue Streaks dismantle them 15-8,19-17 and 158. That win gave Weitbrecht
her 300th career victory.
The Streaks could face
Bluffton again this weekend at
the Baldwin-Wallace College
InvitationaL
League Leaders: Lori
Hammer and Katy Perrone are
among the league leaders in the
Ohio Athletic Confe rence.
Hammer, a sophomore, ranks
first in digs per game with 3.91,
including 69 this weekend .
Perrone, a junior captain, is seventh in kills per game wi th a
2.77 clip.

Sports Editor

If you haven'tseen a cross coun-

Women's soccer struggles with injuries
Jonathan Kaae

senior forward Thea Consler, the
second lead ing scorer among active Bl ueStreak players,satoutpart
of the second half due to illness.
All of these injuries added up
to an unfamiliar line-up for JCU,
with players out of their usual positions.
"The biggest problem was that
so many people were missing
[from the line-up]," recalled defender Sue Prise.
"We're already such a small
team [numbers-wisel" Prise said,
"that It hurts when one person is
out, let alone four."
With the shuffled line-up, the
Blue Streaks could barely muster
an offensive attack, and they
trailed 2-0 at halftime.
"We couldn't get anything going offensively because we were
working so hard defensively," said
Prise. "Basically,we resorted to trying to defend our goal"
However, in the second half,

Assistant Sports Editor

The john Carroll University
women's soccer team fought an
uphill battle last Saturday as the
injury bug depleted Carroll's numbers and aided Geneva College's
4-D defeat of the Streaks.
The Blue Streaks (1-2) were already
without
freshman
midfielder Jem Sunderhaus, who
missed the game in order to attend
a wedding, and stopper Danielle
LaCour, who was experiencing
tendonitis in her Achilles tendon.
Things only got worse for the
Streaks once the game started.
juniormidfielder AnnieKlekamp
inJured her knee in the second half
during the tackle of a loose ball.
According to women's soccer
Trainer, Megan Mazzei, Klekamp
sprained her right medial collateral liga ment and is out indefini tely. She awaits word from the
doctor on further diagnosis. Also,
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Some guys have no luck at all.
After waiting the last four years for his opportunity to lead the john
Carroll football team, Jeff Behrman finally got his opportunity this
year as the team's starting quarterback It didn't last long. Thirteen
plays into last week's opener at Ohio Wesleyan, Behrman broke his
ankle. He will miss the rest of the season. Berhman underwent surgery
on Monday and will be ina cast the next fourtosix weeks, according to
HeadTrainerDonMcPhillips. HeadCoachTonyDeCarlosaidBehrman
will be missed.
"Jeff's a great kid," DeCarlosa,id. "The guy puts in four years to get the
top spot, and then to go down like that. Your heart really goes out to
him."
Enter first year quarterback Nick Case rio, who replaced Behrman in
Saturday's game. He led the Blue Streaks to a 28-13 victory while
completing 19of 27 passes for 2q3 yards and three touchdowns. Caserio
credited his teammates and Offensive Coord ina tor Joe Perella. "I have
great players around me," Caserio said. "I'm no more important than
anyone else. And lin Coach Perella's offense] when you execute, it [the
offense! can't be stopped."
DeCarlo is confident that Caseriocan lead the team to another Ohio
Athletic Conference championship.
"He's got a great head on his shoulders and he knows the offense,"
DeCarlo said. "There's never a day that goes by when he doesn't do
anything football related. We're fortunate to have a guy like Nick.'

Q. How does the third best nondaily *newspaper keep up its
standards of excellence?
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JCU tried to play more aggressive
offensively. According to Prise,
Carroll pulled the sweeper and
went wi th only three defenders,
instead of the usual four. "I think
(their last! two goals were scored
then," she said. "We all switched
positions. We weren't used to the
spots we were in."
The outlook for yesterday's
game against the College of
Wooster was questionable before
starting time . Klekamp and
LaCour continued nursing their
injuries, while forward Molly
Burke and goalkeeper Angela
Rochowiak remained on campus
to take a test. The line-up shuffle
continued.
"We don't know who will be
playing what," Prise said. "We [do]
know it will be difficult They're
usually a tough team."
The Blue Streaks host Ohio
Northern in their home and Ohio
Athletic Conference opener on
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. on Wasmer
Field. They face Mount Union on
the road, again, on Wednesday,
September 20.
"One of our big problems so far
is that we haven't relaxed and gotten into the game," said Prise.
"Hopefully we'll be able to do that."

try team with a "packed" house,
then you didn't see john Carroll's
men'steaminNorthCanton,Ohio
at the Walsh Invitational on Saturday.
Despite the men's fourth place
finish, the Blue Streak runners all
finished within a minute and five
seconds of one another. They did
what Head Coach Don Stupica
encourages; they "packed." Packing, the running term which referstomembersof a team r unni ng
withinaclosespan of time, is what
the Streaks desire, according to
Stu pica.
"You try to get all the kids to
run at the same time," Stupica explained. "That speaks well."
Junior Dave Fra ttare led the
Blue Streaks on Saturday, finishing 20th at a 28:01 clip. Freshman
James Van Dress (21st; 28:02),
sophomore Mike Garbera (27th;
28:47), sophomoreJeremy Esteves
(29th; 29:03) and freshman Andrew Young (31st; 29:04) rounded
out the Streaks' effort at Walsh.
"I'm very pleased with what
went on," said Stupka of the performance. "It gives us a picture at

what we have to look forward to."
Frattare, who said he takes a
more laid back approach during
the week as compared to his mind
set on racing day, said he thinks
the men can fin ish higher up this
season than last year.
The men's team isn't the only
team in University Heights that's
showing progress. Senior Tish
Kanaga raced to second-place
honors for the women's cross
country team at Walsh, finishing
in 19:39. Teammate Amy Fenske
finished in the top 10 runners at
Walsh,justasshedid at Case Western Reserve's Invitational last
weekend, finishing fourth overall
in l Cf.57. Christine Forgenie (14th;
21:34), sophomore Penny Roxas
(15th; 21:35) and senior Melissa
Winberry(26th; 23:ll)all finished
in the top 30 in the women's race.
'Our times came down a lot
[from last year's Walsh me et],"
Kanaga sai d. She attributed the
decrease to running more and
gaining more experience.
Coach Grove Jewett confirmed
Kanaga's assessment of the decrease in times. The women went
on to finish third out of four teams
at Walsh. Both teams race at
Heidelberg on Sunday.
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Soccer shutout by Kenyon
Men fall again to top-notch regional team
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter

Although theJohnCar roll Universitymen's soccerteamdropped
three games to teams regularly
ranked tops in
Division lll, the

our game pian," Mast said. "We did
not get into it mentally. We let
them run over us, and we weren't
talking."
Although the Streaks trailed 10 at halftime,
they were playing well and were
0
still alive in the
game, but they
losr focus in the
second half, Assistant Coach
Bob Straub said.
"We lacked a
lot of intensity
with the ball and
Bob Straub
without
the
ball,"Straubsaid.
"I think our defense in the box left
a lo t to be desired. We weren't attacking the ball."
Senior fullback Erik Chiprich
said that the Streaks have not put
it all together yet; and four straight
road games have been a factor.
"Psychologically, that had
something to do with it,"Chiprich
said. "l think we have some work
to do, but conference games are

'"eel a / t
acnl
of Intensity with

lessons they "I.Al /.
learned on their
rre
fo ur-game road
trip will pay off
when it comes
time for conference play.
Last Saturday, the Blue
Streaks fell 3-0
to the Kenyon
i..ords in Gambier,Ohio,leavingthem witha l-3
oyerall record.
The Blue Streaks hoped ,
through ball possession, to generate a lot of shots on goal, to try to
score first and then concentrate
on playing solid defense, but according to sophomore goalkeeper
Grant Mast they abandoned that
early.
"We did not stick to much of

the ball and
without the ball."

starting. That's where our focus is."
TheStreaksopen theOhioAthleticConference regular season on
the road against Ohio Northern
this Saturday.
One of the reasons the Streaks
are playingsuch a strong non~on
ference schedule 1s because the
NCAA selec tion com mittee has
repeatedly ciced a weak schedule
in denying the Streaks a bid to the
National tournament. From 19911993, the Streaks won over 45
games and the OAC regular season title three years 1n a row. However, each year they were passed
over for the tournament in favor of
teams that played a stronger
schedule, Straub said.
"They look at strength of schedule,"Straubsaid."Even if you lose,
you have to play tough teams."
The team is also better prepared
for the rigors of OAC play because
of its non -co nference schedule,
Mast said. 'We're definitely in the
race and we just have to put it together," Mas t said. "We expect to
have theOACchampionship back.
Wealmostdemanditof ourselves."

PREVIEW: The battle continues for OAC championship
continued from page 11
turning running backs Pete Pruitt
and Tyrone Price highlight the offense, which should again be potent. However, receiver will be a
question mark , as will sophomore
QB Mark Vass, who set a school
record for completions last week,
but is mistake prone. Linebackers
Tom Farkas, Pat McDowell and
Tony Oden lead a defense which
led the conference in that category
a year ago. They'll need to do it
again to get the Yellow Jackets into
the playoffs.
That's a look at the teams who
will battle for the championship.
Now, here's a glance at the other
teams.
Ohio Northern receiver
La Vant King may be the OAC's top
offensive player, but the Polar Bear
defense ranked n1nth in the conference last year. That will keep
them from contending, but they
could upset a top team that overlooks them.
A team always overlooked is
Heidelberg, which is 13-5 in the
OAC the last two years. However,
all five losses have come to the
"Big Three." Star quarterback jim
Newland graduated as did receiver
Bob Boes. Wideout Jason Hunt

returnsandheaveraged l8.3yards
per play a year ago. The defense
ranked fourth in the conference
bur has just three starters coming
back. However, another winning
season isn'tout of the question for
the Student Princes.
Gene Epley took over a bad
Marietta team in 1991 as they
went 0-10. The Pioneers h ave
steadily improve since
nan
finished last }'~:aT 5-5. With 41 returning lettermen, including
quarterback Aaron Conte and
1,000-yard rusher Curt Weikart,
the Pioneers have a shot at a winning OAC record.
The campus of Hiram College
has been looking forward to the
season, but their optimism may
be stilted by a quarterback who
. shows a preference for throwing
to the other team . Dam ion Creel
threw 17 interceptions last year
com pared to only six touchdowns.
Linebackers Rafiq Vaughn and
Eric johnson highlight a solid defense, but a lackluster offense will
keep the Terriers from a winning
year, in 1995
Muskingum's problems are
similar to Hiram's. Last year quarterback Bubba Kid well tossed six
touchdowns but also threw 14 interceptions. The defense showed

improvement towards lastseason's
end and returns most of its players. The Fighting Muskies won't
pull off any major upsets but can
beat some of the lower-end teams
in the conference. Four w ins are
possible.
Roger Welsh sat on the NCAA
committee that excluded john
Carroll from last year's playoffs.
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Senior forward Jozsi Jalics (pictured prior to the 1995 season),
currently sidelined with a knee injury, was part of two Ohio
Athletic Conference regular-season chcrnpionship teams in
1992 and '93. He is among active leaders on the 1995 team In
points per game in a career. His status is day-to-<lay.

the 1995 Capital Crusaders. His
defense ranked last inl994asthey
were outscored 147-19 by Mount,
JCU and B- W Most of his players
return, but that's not necessarily a
good thing. They won two games
last year and will likely do the
same this year.
Wally Hood, Otterbein's first
year head coach, told the participants of Media Day, that "the premium in the offseason is on losing
weight." He wasn't talking about
his own, but his teams'. That tells
you all you need to know about
this year's Cardinal team. They
were 0-lO in '94 and will make a
spirited run at repeating the feat
this season.
Note: John Carroll begins OAC

playatMariettathisweekend. The
Pioneers have lost to the Streahs
the past two years (19-13 in 1993
and 21-14 in 1994)

Ruby Tuesday
Restaurant
Great Jobs!
Good Times!
We are currently seeking fun, outgoing people to join our service team. We offer a great work
atmosphere, steady employment, flexible schedules and day-one benfits.
We are accepting applications for the following positions:

Host
Waitstaff
Cooks
I"' I
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letters to the editor

New Technology,
Old Problems
The beginning of a new school year typically impliesand bringsaboutchange. This year especially,
JCU is no stranger to change.
"Technological advancements' head the list of
changes. About a month ago, along with their room
assignments, students received information regarding the new technology being implemented this
year, particularly, voicemail and other new telephone services. The general sense of the letter was
focused on the positiveavailabilitiesfor the Carroll
community. All appeared to be moving in the right
direction.
Filled with anticipation for a new and improved
technological atmosphere (we won't even get into
the computer labs, yet), students tried to use their
new phone system. Within a few days, it became
apparent that with changes in technology come
chaos and disorganization.
Students were quickly discouraged when faced
with the inability to leave a message on a friend's
voicernail, because that person had not yet been
able to activate the system. Some people, however,
were faced with a far more difficult situation. For
rnany,it was impossible to make long-distance calls
because of problems with Student Telephone Services, yet it was also impossible for people to call
and leave them a message.
While voicemail was an excellent idea on paper,
and could be a long- term benefit for JCU, students
should have been given more information. For instance,several RAschose not to distribute the phone
system information until the first floor meeting,
which for some was not until almost a week after
moving in. This, combined with STS long-distance
problems,preventedmanystudenr:sfrombeingable
to contact family, friends, and students by phone.
Anyone who witnessed (or stood in) the lines for the
pay phones in the Inn Between can appreciate this.
There is one solution to this problem, but most
students are unaware of it. According to William
O'Hearn, director of information services, students
do have the option to disconnect their line from the
voicemail system, enabling them to use an answering machine. All they need to do for that, or any
other phone problem, is to call the help line at: 3974664. Why have students not been made aware of
this option? Poor organization.
Even ifJCU is headed in the right direction technologically speaking, planners should have been more
prepared for the incoming problems, and should
have taken better measures to inform and prepare
studemsforthechanges. Hopefully, the school will
take note of this to make future changes in technology run more smoothly for all involved.

commentary:

I RY PU I I 'lNG THE VOICE
NIAlL. PUZZI F

TOBETHEA
HITS & m i s s e s
HIT:The Indians clinching the division! m I s s: JCU vans in the student
parking lot...the last time we checked, we weren't allowed to park in
the van lot. m I s s: Four of the ten Homecoming King/Queen
nominees are Student Union executive officers ... what's the problem
here? HIT: Big Brother /Sister picnic, even though it rained. m I s s:
the oh-so-long lines in the dining hall. m I s s: Cigarette butts all over
campus ... if smoking is not allowed inside, put some ashtrays outside.
HIT: Garry at the Inn Between Pizza Hut. HIT: Semi-normal temperatures in the dining hall ...the icicle hav mel ed!
: ee ing state
and JCU I.D.s to get into The Whiskey last Friday and not knowing it
until you arrived. m I s s: Students not showing ·for Cedar Point trip.
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SU budget error lesson for all
The wiser we get, the more we realize we must learn from our mistakes, and the mistakes
of others, and move on. We must especially learn from the most costly of mistakes, such
as the one thar resulted in a $21,000 Student Union deficit for the 94-95 fiscal year.
Tills deficit, which, theoretically, has been corrected for the 95-96 fiscal year, was the
result of an error made in reading the SU's computerized expense budget. No matter who
made the mistake, in actuality, the deficit was the result of SU overspending on student
events such as concerts, but was not discovered until after the computer reading error
was realized.
While mistakes do happen, $21,000 is a big rriistake. The SU should have been more
careful with its expenditures. According to john Cranley, Student Union president, the
SU did unknowingly spend more money than it had, the SU is taking full responsibility
for this bookkeeping error, and for setting up a better system to minimize the possibility
of this happening again.
AlljCU organizations could and should learn from the SU's mistake. Mistakes can't
always be corrected, so organizations should take precautions and develop a system of
checks and balances to prevent errors that could affect so many. let this be a warning for
all to learn from, and make the most out of a lesson learned the hard way.

receiving a standing ovation from 42,000 Tribe
fans.
·
What started off as a bet from two guys in a
bar left my friend and me with a criminal record
and a new friend, a probation officer.
Granted, the whole experience was rather
hilarious.
Just imagine:
Two girls holding hands, running across
centerfield between imings, getting arrested,
being put in a holding cell and being referred to by
cops as. "The two lesbians in cell one." Then
these two friends are taken to jail and make
friends with the prostitutes who had been picked
up by undercover agents. It was the equivalent of
ulaura Ashley visits Cleveland's First District."
Luckily, the captain of the district was understanding because he said, uKids do stupid things,
even I did." He let us go that night without setting
bail. Before leaving, though, he set our court
engagement for the next morning.
My friend and I stuck out like sore ttunbs at
the Justice Center, and overall the whole experi-

ence was eye-opening.
Looking around outside the court, I found that,
in comparison to most, I have a good life. I have
been blessed with a solid family, an opportunity
for a good education and enough money to be
provided with the things I need.
I realized I jeopardized the possibility of a
good job, my reputation, and my safety by doing
something that I initially thought was funny. I
also learned (besides to run faster next time),
that I was an adult, completely responsible for
my actions. My parents were not there to bail me
out, which in some respects, is the ultimate test
of maturity and independence.
I also learned never to take bets form older
men, because even if you are a cute female, you .
are not exempt from the law.
The irony of the whole situation is that
everyone learned something from this fiasco,
even the Cleveland Police Department. They now
know to beef up security, because if they don't,
fans like me will jump on the field to steal a
smooch from Manny Ramirez.

nothing about. Keep in mind, you
never know whose ears might be
listening.

As Big Brother/ Big Sister CoDirector, I would like to apologize
for the inconveniences that took
place on Friday, September 8th at
The Whiskey in the Flats.
When planning this event we
were unaware of the fact that students would need their state identification along with their j ohn
Carroll identification to be admitted to The Whiskey. If we would
have been informed of their admittance policy prior to the event
we could have alleviated the confusion at the door. As this was our
first time working with The Whiskey, we assumed that their policy
would be the same as other dance
clubs we have worked with in the
past, for instance, The Basement,
Rumrunners and Trilogy.
Furthermore, we would like to
apologize forthe blatantdisrespect
John Carroll students received
from the management and employees of The Whiskey. The Student Union plans never to work
with The Whiskey again.
Students who still need to pick
up their John Carroll !D's may do
so in the Residence Life Office this
week. Students who purchased a
ticket and did not enter TheW hiskey can bring their ticket to the
Student Union Office and receive
a refund.
Once again, please accept my
sincere apologies.
Monroe France
Big Br:other/Big Sister Co-Director
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People do stupid things 1n college.
It seems that parents send their kids to
college with the expectation that college kids
are spontaneo.us and YiilJ do stupid things. And,
when they fulfill the
prophecy, the parents
blame it on their child's
quest for maturity.
I can proudly say that I
performed an act of
stupidity that even my
parents could not have
fathomed.
Okay, running across
Jacob's Field during the
eighth Inning of the
Indians' game last
Thursday isn't one of the
more intelligent things I have done. However, It
does fall uroer the category of spontaneous. if I
wanted to justify my actions to my parents.
The "normal college experience" does not
include getting arrested and thrown in jail and
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Crew member
questions sailing
team's attitude
I have been a member of John
Carroll'srowingteamfortwoyears,
and before that rowed three years
in high school. That's five years,
and I had the desire to learn somethingnew,solrecentlyattended a
meeting for the sailing team.
lmustadmitl was interested in
switching sports, but toward the
end of the meeting a member
spoke up saying something to the
effect of, 'If you're wondering if
you should sail or row-don't row.'
Another member then added
something to the effect of 'Yeah,
they wake up at some ungodly
hour like 4:30and practice all year
to go to two stupid races.' 'Yeah,
they get so excited about two little
races,' I heard after that. At this
point, I decided I no longer had
any interest in sailing.
Yes, our crew does wake up at
4:30 to practice, and yes, we do
practice six days a week all yearsometimes that commitment
takes four hours out of a day (and
we still have to study for a test or
write a paper). We workout and
sweat to get ready to com pete, and
when we do we give 110%. And,
believe it or not, we go to more
than two regattas a year. Many
more. just as in sailing, weare not
recognized as a team and have to
work even harder to raise funds.
I'm proud to say that wealways recognized the sailing organization as one which must work
hard to make a namefor itself,just
as we do, and we have never taken
time out of a meeting to criticize
or ridicule their efforts. It's disheartening to know that members
of any organization here at Carroll will speak such as this about
other clubs they obviously know
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New Technology,
Old Problems
The beginning of a new school year typically impliesand bringsaboutchange. This year especially,
JCU is no stranger to change.
"Technological advancements' head the list of
changes. About a month ago, along with their room
assignments, students received information regarding the new technology being implemented this
year, particularly, voicemail and other new telephone services. The general sense of the letter was
focused on the positiveavailabilitiesfortheCarroll
community. All appeared to be moving in the right
direction.
Filled with anticipation for a new and improved
technological atmosphere (we won't even get into
the computer labs, yet), students tried to use their
new phone system. Within a few days, it became
apparent that with changes in technology come
chaos and disorganization.
Students were quickly discouraged when faced
with the inability to leave a message on a friend's
voicemail, because that person had not yet been
able to activate the system. Some people, however,
were faced with a far more difficult situation. For
many,itwasimpossibletomakelong-distancecalls
because of problems with Student Telephone Services, yet it was also impossible for people to call
and leave them a message.
While voicemail was an excellent idea on paper,
and could be a long-term benefit for JCU, students
should have been given more information. For instance, several RAse hose not to distribute the phone
system information until the fi.rst floor meeting,
which for some was not until almost a week after
moving in. This, combined with STS long-distance
problems, prevented man ystudentsf rom being able
to contact family, friends, and students by phone.
Anyone whowitnessed(orstood in) the linesforthe
pay phones in the Inn Between can appreciate this.
There is one solution to this problem, but most
students are unaware of it. According to William
O'Hearn, director of information services, students
do have the option to disconnect their line from the
voicemail system, enabling them to use an answering machine. All they need to do for that, or any
other phone problem, is to call the help line at 3974664. Why have students not been made aware of
this option? Poor organization.
Even ifJCU is headed in the right direction technologically speaking, planners should have been more
prepared for the incoming problems, and should
have taken better measures to inform and prepare
students£or the changes. Hopefully, the school will
take note of this to make future changes in technology run more smoothly for all involved.

I RV PU I I 'INGI THE VOICE
NIAlL. PUZZ« F

TOGETHER
HITS & m i s s e s
HIT:The Indians clinching the division! m I s s: JCU vans in the student
parking lot...the last time we checked, we weren't allowed to park in
the van lot. m I s s: Four of the ten Homecoming King/Queen
nominees are Student Union executive officers ... what's the problem
here? HIT: Big Brother /Sister picnic, even though it rained. m I s s:
the oh-so-long lines in the dining hall. m I s s: Cigarette butts all over
campus .. .if smoking is not allowed inside, put some ashtrays outside.
HIT: Garry at the Inn Between Pizza Hut. HIT: Semi-normal tempera: eedlngstate
turesinthedininghall ...theicicle hav mel ed!
and JCU I.D.s to get into The Whiskey last Friday and not knowing it
until you arrived. m I s s: Students not showing for Cedar Point trip.

SU budget error lesson for all
The wiser we get, the more we realize we must learn from our mistakes, and the mistakes
of others, and move on. We must especially learn from the most costly of mistakes, such
as the one thCJ~ resulted in a $21,000 Student Union deficit for the 94-95 fiscal year.
This deficit, which, theoretically, has been corrected for the 95-96 fiscal year, was the
result of an error made in reading the SUs computerized expense budget. No matter who
made the mistake, in actuality, the deficit was the result of SU overspending on student
events such as concerts, but was not discovered until after the computer reading error
was realized.
While mistakes do happen, $21,000 is a big mistake. The SU should have been more
careful with its expenditures. According to john Cranley, Student Union president, the
SU did unknowingly spend more money than it had, the SU is taking full responsibility
for this bookkeeping error, and for setting up a better system to minimize the possibility
of this happening again.
All JCU organizations could and should learn from the SU's mistake. Mistakes can't
always be corrected, so organizations should take precautions and develop a system of
checks and balances to prevent errors that could affect so many. Let this be a warning for
all to learn from, and make the most out of a lesson learned the hard way.

Laura Ashley Visits Cleveland's First District

People do stupid things in college.
It seems that parents send their kids to
college with the expectation that college kids
are spontaneous and Yiill do stupid things. And,
when they fulfill the
prophecy, the parents
blane it on their child's
quest for maturity.
I can proudly say that I
performed an act of
stupidity that even my
parents could not have
fathomed.
Okay, running across
Jacob's Field during the
eighth inning of the
lroians' game last
~:.======-~ Thursday isn't one of the
more intelligent things I have done. However, it
does fait uooer the category of spontaneous. if I
wanted to justify my actions to my parents.
The "normal college experience" does not
include getting arrested and thrown in jail and
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receiving a standing ovation from 42,000 Tribe
fans.
·
What started off as a bet from two guys in a
bar left my friend and me with a criminal record
and a new friend, a probation officer.
Granted, the whole experience was rather
hilarious.
Just imagine:
Two girls holding hands, running across
centerfield between innings, getting arrested,
being put in a holding cell and being referred to by
cops as, "The two lesbians in cell one." Then
these two friends are taken to jail and make
friends with the prostitutes who had been picked
up by undercover agents. It was the equivalent of
ulaura Ashley visits Cleveland's First District."
Luckily, the captain of the district was understanding because he said, "Kids do stupid things,
even I did." He let us go that night without setting
bail. Before leaving, though, he set our court
engagement for the next morning.
My friend and I stuck out like sore thumbs at
the Justice Center, and overall the whole experi-

ence was eye-opening.
Looking around outside the court, I found that,
in comparison to most, I have a good life. I have
been blessed with a solid family, an opportunity
for a good education and enough money to be
provided with the things I need.
I realized Ijeopardized the possibility of a
good job, my reputation, and my safety by doing
something that I initially thought was funny. I
also learned (besides to run faster next time),
that I was an adult, completely responsible for
my actions. My parents were not there to bail me
out, which in some respects, is the ultimate test
of maturity and independence.
I also learned never to take bets form older
men, because even if you are a cute female, you.
are not exempt from the law.
The irony of the whole situation is that
everyone learned something from this fiasco,
even the Cleveland Police Department. They now
know to beef up security, because if they don't,
fans like me will jump on the field to steal a
smooch from Manny Ramirez.
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Director apologies for
Whiskey mishap

nothing about. Keep in mind, you
never know whose ears might be
listening.

As Big Brother / Big Sister CoDirector,! would like to apologize
for the inconveniences that took
place on Friday, September 8th at
The Whiskey in the Flats.
When planning this event we
were unaware of the fact that students would need their state identification along with their John
Carroll identification to be admitted to The Whiskey. If we would
have been informed of their admittance policy prior to the event
we could have alleviated the confusion at the door. As this was our
firsttimeworkingwith The Whiskey, we assumed that their policy
would be the same as other dance
clubs we have worked with in the
past, for instance, The Basement,
Rumrunners and Trilogy.
Furthermore, we would like to
apologize for the blatant disrespect
John Carroll students received
from the management and employees of The Whiskey. The Student Union plans never to work
with The Whiskey again.
Students who still need to pick
up their john Carroll !D's may do
so in the Residence Life Office this
week. Students who purchased a
ticket and did not enter The Whiskey can bring their ticket to the
Student Union Office and receive
a refund.
Once again, please accept my
sincere apologies.
Monroe France
Big Brother/Big Sister Co-Director
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Crew member
questions sailing
team's attitude
l have been a member of john
Carroll'srowingteamfortwoyears,
and before that rowed three years
in high school. That's five years,
and I had the desire to learn something new, so I recently attended a
meeting for the sailing team.
!must admit I was interested in
switching sports, but toward the
end of the meeting a member
spoke up saying something to the
effect of, 'If you're wondering if
you should sail or row-don't row.'
Another member then added
something to the effect of "Yeah,
they wake up at some ungodly
hour like4:30and practice all year
to go to two stupid races.' "Yeah,
they get so excited about two little
races," I heard after that. At this
point, I decided I no longer had
any interest in sailing.
Yes, our crew does wake up at
4:30 to practice, and yes, we do
practice six days a week all yearsometimes that commitment
takes four hours out of a day (and
we still have to study for a test or
write a paper). We workout and
sweat to get ready tocompete,and
when we do we give 110%. And,
believe it or not, we go to more
than two regattas a year. Many
more. just as in sailing, weare not
recognized as a team and have to
work even harder to raise funds.
I'm proud to say that wealways recognized the sailing organization as one which must work
hard to make a name for itself,just
as we do, and we have never taken
time out of a meeting to criticize
or ridicule their efforts. It's dishearteningtoknowthatmembers
of any organization here at Carroll will speak such as this about
other clubs they obviously know
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MACINTOSH PowerBook
Duo 270C. It's better than a
lap-top. It's better than a
desk-top. It's BOTH. Complete
system includes: 256 color
PowerBook with 12 megabytes of RAM, 240 megabyte
hard drive, and an internal
Apple express fax/modem;14
inch, 256 color monitor; upgrade-able Duo docking station; Apple adjustable keyboard; Campus Software
package; all manuals, power
adapters and cords; and monitor cover. Entire computing
unit including all original packaging for $2,600 or best offer.
Call John at 691-1421 for
more information.

$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities &
Student Organizations.
You've seen credit card
fundraisers before, but
you've never seen the
Citibank fund raiser that pays
$5.00 per application.
Call Donna at 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a FREE camera.

Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! SellS Trips & Go
Free! Best Trips & Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida! Spring Break Travel!
1-800-678-6386
Needed: Aqua Excercise In-
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structor. Notre Dame College
Call Hollie at 381-1680 ext.
1305

Delivery People Wanted!
$100.00 sign on bonus. Earn
$10.00/hr. Marco's Pizza
4163 Mayfield Call John at
382-5111 after 5 p.m.
CN Staffers: Thanks for a
great first issue. Keep up the
excellent work
Karen: You're the inspiration
in my life. I want to be like you
when/if I grow up. Can you
straighten your leg? Be sure
to wash your hands before
dinner.

Hey Hot, isn't this better than
a postcard?
What's up Joey G.?
Congrats on the play, see ya
Saturday (Happy Birthday).
Gina,

Can

s

e

I

have

an

autographed copy of your new
book? ''Miss Ann Taylor Goes
to Jail"

Sam, you're also the inspiration in my life and a good reason for a classified. Did you
feed the puppy this week?
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28
31
32
33
34
37
38

Think about it.
Then do something about it.
Get plugged in by visiting the CN office in
the Recplex and sign up to write, edit, take
pictures, sell ads, whatever.
You did miss the organizational meeting, but it's not
too late to be Involved In a history-making endeavor.
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